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In Our 98th Year

Who Won The Tuesday Elections?
GOP,Democrats Claim Victory
• Democrat and one a p.pniktieari'," he
and that GOP state Chairman Lee Nunn
- • -FRANKFORT, Ky.- (Al?) — _Which
might issue a comprehensive statement
said. "Where personality and issues
_party ,really won the Tuesday elecThursday.
can be projected, we can win."
dons? To hear Republican state
"We feel the Jefferson County
The -GOP, vastly under-financed,
director Larry Van Hoose tell it, his
gives us a real shot in the
judgeship
and
a
decade
supreme
nonetheless made
party had its best year since a
arm," Van Hoose said. "It will help us
selective effort to improve its minority
ago when it won the governorship.
build the winning psychology for our
in the Legislature.
To hear Democratic Gov. Julian
effort across the state in 1979." huge
a
much
pretty
result:
apparent
The
was
Carroll tell it, the off-year election
this off-ear election, the1979
Unlike
extra
one
perhaps
with
deadlock,
a huge success—with sane exceptids.
may determine the
activities
political
two
or
One
and
the
Senate
in
Republican
.
course,
Tha.resounding exception, of
for almost the next
future
GOP's
the
House.
in
erS
..
parly_memb
additional
-was-the-upset victory of- Republican
:decade-involving the gooiiinoisliP,
As Carroll commented, the 1918
Mitch McConnell over two-term Jefstatewide oanatitutionsiloffices ana the..
be
General assembly lineup will
ferson County Judge Todd Hollenbach.
Legislature. _ essentially,the same as this year,.which
xcured
_ Howaver„
the
bi"
.
Imeans
ts4
a
r
a'olniruince
to:
McConnell, now 35; already is being
background of Democratic sweeps for
as a statewide personality in
county
projected
and
aldermen
mayor,
Louisville
But that in no way tells the real
1979, but he will be busy the next two
commissioners, leaving McConnell a
story," Van Hoose said. "There were
years coping with-or cooperating with
rather lonely if happy victor.
close races by our people against some
was
the sea of Democratic officeholders
Carroll said the outcome really
entrenched incumbents."
surrounding him.
no surprise because Hollenbach "had
There is no final assessment yet ofThe only statewide issue was the
"
some problems."
the myriad of local races around the
proposed convention to pave the way
But Wan Hoose does not buy the
state, especially those for county judge
for revision of Kentucky's 1891 contheory "thjit this was simply a freak
and sheriff.
defeat for Hollenbach." He believes it
The governor claimed his party made
signals a resurgence of the GOP in the
striking gains in this area particularly
state's most populous county;
in hitherto strong-Republican sections
As for the Democratic clean-up of
in-the-2n4-andith-Districts. The-GOP isother Officestri the Lonisrdeareir,-Van
conceding no trend until it analyzes the
Hoose dismisses it as indicative of the
complete results.
party label habit.
Van Hoose indicated Wednesday his
"Those rages get obscured and all the
are based on first impressions
remarks
voter knows is that one candidate is a

Woman Charged

With Cold Checking;

stitution, and it_Lsst by about 247,60 to.
162,000.
Apparently, proponents still are not
giving up after the fourth failure in less
than half a century at constitutional
revision.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danvale, a
revisionist leader, said. he is
discouraged, but will not abandon the
conraept. He blamed lack of funding to
.
.
-promote the issue.
Few of -the Ail —
_Althoagh
counties voted for constitutional
chugs...the pattern some to show that
in more sophisticated urban areas the
idea is warmly welcome.
The issue is not supposed to come up
as a ballot referendum again for five
years.
Another feature of Tuesday's voting
hears out a national trand against
school taxes.
- In several counties—such as
McCracken, Warren, Logan, Marshall
and Butler in Western Kentucky—voters turned down proposed
levies to help school financing in some
fOrm.

Found In Tent

A woman found living in a tent with
her sixtemyear-old stepson in the
Wildcat Creek area ofrallowaYtolfritY
4aees- -thanes-.IA ..canneetiaa with
passing cold checks totaling almost
$2,500 in more thaneight Kentucky and
-'Gnat On An Apple'
Tennessee counties.
Calloway County sheriff's deputies
the woman, 29-year-old
arrested
have
they
whether
All
consumers,
(
A Tennessee Valley Authority TVA)
Riley, originally,from
Bernice
Sandra
a
for
are
eligible
ornot,
electric heat
home energy advisor has begun making
Mayfield, charging her with theft by
free home energy survey to determine
home energy checks, the part of a new
. the needlor,nsore insulatton_and other_ ..deception.. ,
TAIA,Kotoeinsulation-Prograro. ,
vay-Cb-iiity
She is currently' CalliTn--energy "saving-measures that • will
The advisor, Julee Thompson, 26,
bond.
of
lieu
in
Jail
bills,
utility
and
waste
energy
reduce
Route 3, Murray, will be making enere7
David Ballentine, chief deputy, said
under the TVA program.
surveys in both Murray and Calloway
sheriff's departments looking for
the
for Murray Electric system and West
that may have been written by
checks
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
life and pleased that her many ac‘. Mrs. Riley.
Written by M.C. Garrott
Corporation.
complishments in Caldwell County
All checks were drawn of People
"I feel like a gnat on a big apple."
"
Univeraity
to
the
honor
braught
- -Nat4onal, Bank - and -Trust- - of First_That was the.reaction of the oldest.
new
ra:
in
working"
is
Thorfras
Earlier in the day, CtirriS had
Paducah. Any businessplaces in the
living graduate of Murray State
free
interest
offering
program
TVA
proclaimed the day as "Eliza Nall
county that have the checks are urged
University as she was honored with a
loans,./o -fose electric heating and
on the campus in honor of- her
Day"
campus
the
on
to bring them by the'sheriffs-office,"
party
birthday
surprise
improve
need
to
who
customers
cooling
birthday and visit ,The other two
Ballentine said.
Wednesday in observance of her 100th
attic
their
insulation.
Murrayaris whom she wanted
- The checks have turned up in Murray
birthday.
to James
is
married
Mrs.
'Thompson
especially to meet wore Dr.C.S.Lowry
and Calloivay County, Marshall County;
-A-spectatiraising event for the Hazel
She Was MIAs Ma Nall of Princeton
H. thomPson, a graduate student at
and Dr. L. J. Hortin, both of whom were
breakthe
be
will
Center
McCracken County, Graves County,
Community
who for 51 years taught second and
State University in business
on the Campus when she graduated.She
Trigg County, Livingston County, in
fast and bazaar to be held Saturday,
third-grade pupiles in Princeton's
ion.
administrat
had a class under Dr. Lowry.
Kentucky, and Obion and Henry
November 12, starting at 0:30 a.m. at
public schools before her retirement in
The new energy advisor grew up in
Taylor, a Princeton businessman,
Countiesin Tennessee.
the Hazel Center, sponsored by the
•
and attended Murra
1948.
Nev.,
Vegas,
Las
- nationally-known
Hazel Woman's Club.,
As her • 100th birthday approached, civic leader and
University where she earned a BS
professional foot- State
and
college
former
to
All proceeds from the breakfast and
Miss Nall had expressed the desire
ball official, presented Miss Nall with a
in home economics and an MA in
bazaar will go to the Community Center
visit the Murray State campus, where
book of letters from former students,
education with a home economic
Operating Fund. The Hazel Woman's
in 1930 and at the age of 53,she received
and admirers. friends
emphasis. Mrs. Thompson -previously
Club IS Sponsoring •a'COrfirhuntty drive
an undergraduatellegree:
Included were letters from President
worked with TVA's Land Between The
to keep the center operating this winter..
Rurnsey Taylor, now 75and one of her
Carter, U. S. Senator
Lakes.
The club has been given a quilt, made
third-grade pupils, and his wife, and Mrs. Siinrni
Gov. Julian Carroll
Ford,
H.
Wendell
the
to
Nall
Miss
-by the Senior Citizens of Hazel, tos be
brought
unEleanor,
recently
advisor
energy
The
and governor
used for raising funds for the center.
campus, where a surprise party, ahd former U. S. senator
derwent a comSeventy-six letters
Clements.
J.
Earle
School
Independent
Murray
for the special star quilt may be
candles,
100
Tickets
with
cake.
with
a
complete
prehensive training
from former Students all over the world
Superintendent Robert G. Jeffrey is
obtained ffom any club member or
Chatwas held in her honor in the lobby of
in
program
'Imore are on
expected -to-- make a :report -on-recentsenior citizen member for-a-donation of
Ordway Hall following a tour of the-238- - also were included and
tanooga
said.
Taylor
way,"
the
a
was
renovation at Murray Middle when the,
fifty cents or three tickets for one
Tenn .
acre main campus. Also with her
Jackson,
Before the 100 candles on the cake
on
away
given
be
school board meets tonight.
will
city
guilt
This
dollar.
for
next-door neighbor, Miss Mary Boren.
her
preparing
were lighted, a quartet from the-men's
Meeting time is 7 p.m. in the school
Saturday, November 19. ,
In welcoming Miss Nall to the
job.
new
the
chorus at the university sari&
board administrative offices at 9th and
Because of the high operating costs in
campus, Murray President Constantine
- "The main purwith
State"
Murray
of
be
t
to
"Sweethear
have
may
whom
Poplar.
Center
people
three
the
of
thi,
W. Curris, one
of
the winter
pose
Mrs. Marie Taylor at the piano. Making
Also on the agenda for the meeting is
closed unless funds are raised. A
she wanted especially to meet, called
program is to lower
Stephens,
Mark
were:
quartet
the
up
the
for
bill
on public relations concept of
pioneer
gas
a
report
the
student
said
a
of
spokesman
t
her "something
electric bills and
Thompson
Paducah; Greg Gingman, Carmi, Ill.;
her
nt fto
is
another report on comhur
b
nt
system,
ori
n
a
m
an
total
,07p
200
tf
ver
tave
runso
Thompson
when she came to Murray State in 1927.
Mrs.
conserve energy,"
Steve Hopkins, Paris, Tenn.; and Bob
education, a report on
petency_
based_
-winter-,
At the age _of_ 50-she_tindertook
said "rrn 'looking forward to Wf)fitif4
Grissom, Robarcls,
creating extra exthe Middle School band trip, a report on
years
the
arm
last
complete her education — well beyond
WKRECC
and
Electric
with Murray
As a large crowd of well-wishers,
the Calloway County coalition meeting
pense and -the insurance is another
of
the age then of our traditional student,"
and I'm anxious to help the people
,
BIRTHDAY
See
•
Murray
spokesman said.
and personnel recommendations.
that
the
cost,
operating
he said,"and we are proud
County.
Calloway
Murray and
Page 12, Column 5
State played an important role in her

PR ESPDEN TIAL KISS: Murray Slate President Constantine W. Curris plants a
1ds4 on The Cheek of the university's-oldest graduate, Miss fliza Nail, retired
---41-riactsioa _elementary teacher, who JahseciecLher_10.0th birthday on the
campus Wedneclay

TVA Energy Advisor
Making Home Checks

Party Honors Oldest
Living MSU Graduate

Hazel Community

Center Fund Raising

Fete Set Nov. 12

MB

Murray Independent
School Board

Slated To Meet

The only statewide turnout, for the
constitutiohal convention question, was
dismally low—less than 25 percent of
registered voters in the state.

uveni es At:re--sled
On Burglary
Charges Here
MatTer-Voliee have charged
juveniles ranging in ages 14-17 with 15
counts of burglary, after a month tong
investigation.
According to a police spokesman,
police arrested the five Wednesday
evening. They were released to the
custody of their Rarertts. 4uvenile,
hearings had not been set thi:s morning:
The youths are charged in connection
with -burglaries at 13 Murray homes,
and three businesses, Man's World,
Cain's AMC and Leta's Beauty Shop.
The police spokesman sajd the first
burglary occured about a month ago.

inside today
One Section — 12 Pages

colder
Becoming partly cloudy today,
high TrOm .the upper '40s to -low
50s. Partly cloudy, and much
colder tonight, low in the mid to
upper 20s. Mostly sunny Friday,
high in the low and mid 40s.

today's index
Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Garrott's Galley
Horoscope
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports
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9
12
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LOCAL ISSUES FORUM,

Should School ExtraCurricularActivities Be Limited?
more interested in victories. And these
days—in Kentucky, anyway— they
have weekly ratings and standings, and
annual tournaments, to offer even
greater goals.
As a four-year high school band
By MELVIN E.PAGE
member, I learned so little about music
MSU History Department
that today I cannot play more than a
I believe " that many of the exsingle note or a few chords on any intracurricular activities in our schools
strument. But I remember the direcshould be curtailed, perhaps even
tor's joy at contest and parade viceliminated. But how, you ask, can -1
tories. and today there are state,
speak out against football, band,
regional, and national championships
baskestball, and other similar
that loom as even larger prizes to be
programs? If the question really were
grasped.
that simple, I could not.
In the last few years I have seen
Unfortunately, these activities have
nothing to make me think .mY -exincreasingly. become ends in themperiences were unique. Not only were
they typical of high school education
selves• rather than a means to enrich
nearly twenty years ago, bul I believe
the education of our children. It is nb
longer important just to participate.
they are equally, if not more, true
Even winning has become insuffiecient.
today. Now, more than ever, ex• • tracurricular programs actually
We must have chamRions
As a high school football player and
detract from basic educational goals.
wrestler, I remember the locker room
All these activities require morie
and some of it must come from the sit
sign ffIlirread:.. "It's nots.whedier you
won or lost, but how you played the
too often limited sFhool budget. Those
gairie.7-The ttfaches, however,seemed 'dollars that-Catult‘be- used-for boolek
.1:. • s- - •
APSi

PR
IIW

•
•

teachers. In this way, the
tracurricular programs actually
rather than enrich out children education.
Of course, some money comes fr,,n,
donations and fund-raising campaign,
Thousands of dollars are raised ea(
year to support extracurricular
program. Jefferson County has d
special fund for minor sports. Murra%
citizens contribute,generously to se--,1
See PRO,
Page 4, Column 1

C

•
•

By BILL PRICE
MSU Dept. Inst. and Learning
Those who attack "extra-curricular"
activities in our schools assume, by
their very use of.this term, that these
activities are not necessary and that
educators should confine their reaching
to something like the traditional "three

EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose of the Local Issues Forum serieS is to
stimulate public interest in major issues at the local level. Reader response
to the thoughts presented in these two articles is encouraged.
Letters should be addressed to local Issues Forum, The Murray Ledger &
Times, P. 0. Box 32; Murray, Ki 42071 and.should be delivered to the
newspaper office by Tuesdav N,,,ember 13. Letters will be ((imputed and
published on ThursdayNovember 17.
Pro and ton artifies on another topic of loci] interest will be pohlkhed
on friday. November 21.
This series is jointly sponsored bY the Kentucky Humanities Council the
College of- HuManistic Studies at Murray State University, and The Murray
Ledger & Times. •

eia•

;

offerings. This broader approach has
R's" of earlier generations.
been attacked by individuals who
activities,"
"frill
often
so-called
Critic's of
believe that the schools should not be
which might include things as diverse
engaged in such "frills" as football,
as music and art, organized sports,
band, physical education and intheater groups and student government
-vocational programs. They
that
believe
dustrial
generally
ns,
• organizatio
argue that these programs and acschools are failing to truely educate our
tivities are not only a waste of time but
children when they include these ac'should be eliminated as positively
tivities in their program,
harmful to the educational process.
Though our schools can and must do
.Certainly, in some areas, athletics
better. I contend that they are not
arid band aitivities have been over
failing and that co-curricular activities
emphasized and have beeb
are an important reason for the success
distractions to the central pur
they have had. The problems faced by
education.' These are isolated intoday's schools are the same kinds of
stances, however, and the solution is to
problems that exist elsewhere in
eliminate the offensive and negative
society, and the record of the school in
aspects of these programs, and not to
solving these problems is as good,as
discard all co-currielar activities as
that of out otDer societal institutions.
What we harm to realizels that there -irrelevatir
A pritnary reason for these activities
are no Simple answers to the question:
is that, when they are placed in proper
What should be inclujed in the school
perspective, within the school's
curriculum?
program, they provide invaluable and
As family'lifestyles and the needs of for
opportuni‘ies
irreplacable
citizens have changed rapidly over the
youngsters. Students have the chance
last few decades, the schools have had
See CON,
to adjust by assuming responsibility for
a wider, more .comprehensive set, of
Page 4,Column 1
1 -111•••
-• "
•

N
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Thursday, November 10
Teachers from the various
schools will play basketball at
Jeffrey gym,Calloway County
High School,at seven p.m.

Saturday, November 11
Captain Wendell igury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
The Dorothy Group of the
Gray,said the Week of Prayer
at the home of Mrs. Ray First Baptist
Church Women
for
Foreign missions will be
Munday at 1:30 p.m.
met in the home of Mrs. Keith
December 4-11.
Morris on Tuesday, November
Refreshments were served
Bazaar by Creative Arts 1, at 10:30 a.m.
by Mrs. Morris.
Department of Murray' Mrs.
Eugene
Tarry
Those
present
were
Woman's Club will be from presented the program
with
Mesdames Hugh Noffsinger,
aine-a.m..to five. p.m. at the,the-subject being "This
Little-- George Shoemaker, HOMet
Calloway County Public Light Of Mine" emphasizing
Miler, Lloyd Jacks, Durward
Library.
4 tlierie
• -10efttY. George
The
GeOrge' Tarry, Hdigh'
Breakfast and Bazaar for .
benefit of the -Hazel Corn-

Morns Home Scene Meet Of roup

Sweet Adclines of Murray
will meet at seven p.rri. at the
First Christian Church. All
persons interested in singing
four part harmony, barber
_
the
munitY
klazel
Center
Notian
b7iheClub
2 shop style,ore
,
lay
Breakfast will be served from .
6:33 to ten a.m. with cost being
Homemakers Clubs will
two dollars for ,aadults and
meet- as -follows:- Dexter at children, over ten and One
Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.; dollar for children
under ten.
Racers with Mrs. Roy Ttulitch
at nine a.m.; South kflirray
Media Appreciation Day
with Jo Anne Cavitt at one will be held at Murray State
p.m.; Progressive with Marge University from 9:30 to 10:30
MULLIGAN STEW DAY was -Jaszcz at seven p.m.; Town a.m. in Racer Room, Stewart
and Country with, Jean Ben- Stadium. Luncheon and
observed recently at the
nett at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Middle School. In the
football game will be included
in the program.
top photo, left to right, Brad
Newsom, Jill.Humphries, and
Independence
United
"20-Grand: People's
Robert HoPeris are shown Methodist Church Women will
Awards," contest to select
receiving-their-plates
. _ from meet,at seven p.m. at the
the cafeteria peoormel,Mrs.. , church. ..
among Murray State students
Bennie—Spann and-Mrs. ErGamma Gamma Chapter of will be from seven to 9:30 p.m.
nest N1,40_el4 In the photo
FhTWOltieeTviith in Student Center Au4itoe4iun,
at the left, Quinton Prescott,
Julie
English
at seven p.m. followed by a dance from nine
Steve
and
Cory Hubbs,
p.m. to one a.m. in Beshear
Wells are shown eating their
gym featuring Hollywood
Murray
Welcome
Wagon
stew. This was a special
Ray. Admission charge is fifty
project of the Calloway Newcomers Club willmeet at cents per person.
7:30
p.m.
the.
at
First
County 4,14 Club with Jane
Steely, County Extension 4-H Christian Min+/et Meeting
Hollybeiry liazaar by First
, and installation of officers. Presbyterian Church Women
Agent and administrators,
Ann
Palormo will be guest will be at the
and teachers of the_
church starting
speaker.
at 8:30 a.m._
Calloway County and
Murray City School System
Grove 128 WOW will meet at
cooperating in the program. the Murray Woman's
•
Club
Some 31() fifth graders in the }louse at six p.m.
city and county school
system participated.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons,will nret
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Knight, Hillard Rogers, Brent
Outland, Crawford Ray, and
Morris, members,Mrs. Carlos
Jones, new member,and Mrs.
Violet Johnson, guest.
The group will have a
potluck Chrietzusa Ituicheou
Tuesday,December 6, at 9:30
Atm.atthe Is,
Mrs.Brent
-

te-st -u*;

cvAtimultopH- coAkek- Atemt4PeattA:68(tilet"-IltawAOLY etatuu8tioptaztvi
ftuknegutSclaiht TGiArti,
liut you already know that!

„Jackson and Hargrove
1Vedding Planned Here
Miss Kathy Sue Jackson, has chosen her sister, Mrs.
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Patricia Ward, as her matron
Bennie Jackson, and Bob of honor. Her bridesmaids will
Hargrove,son of Mr.and Mrs. be Miss Kathie Broach, Miss
T.C. Hargrov.e, will be Theresa Dover, Miss Joan
married, on•Thrsday,q
equain of the brideNovember 24, at 6:30 p.m. at --elect, and Mils Saiiara &arks.
the Murray Woman's Club
Miss Tammy Jackson,
House with Bro. Dennis cousin of the bride-elect, will
Rogers officiating at the he the flower girl, and Jason
double ring ceremony.
Young will be the ringbearer.
The bride-elect,,,to be given
The groom-elect will have
in marriage by her parents, Larry Geib as his bestman.

*NOW OPEN*
Brenda's Beauty Salon
Brenda Invites All Of Her
Friends & Patrons To
Call for an
Appointment

Phone 753-3229

Introduction to Christmas
Holiday Specials

$450

All Colors

Doz.

oses
Cash & Carry
.Sale Good Only Fri. & Sat.,
Nov. 1l& 12.

ROSES DOM OR ARRANGED AND DELIVERED AT ADDITIONAL
COSTS
WATCH FOR OUR CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE

Nipm
Gwa

Thru

God!"
15

fashion look
with these junior -

NOR

tifIURRAY A's

in the air—time
_
for a luxurious coat.
•

Select from Behr's
_
huge assortment of
hoodeci fur.,trirn4rie

Checks of tex.

untrimmed,
turizect polyester.
Sizes 5 to 15

PANTS

1099

single-breasted
arid doublebreasted.

Reg. 15

BLAZER 1 799
Reg. 36"

VEST
SHIRTS

Reg. up
to
6999

6
- 99

Reg. 1299

ch2

699

- Reg. 1599

9

399

HALF SIZE,IJ SALE to 40% OFF
Dresses and Pantsuits. Sizes 141
/
2-241/2.
Select your wardrobe during our
incredible sale cif 1- TDC. dreS-t-e-t-,.-sk-irt- sets, jacket dresses and pantsuits.

Fri•Sat•Son
open41.45 1..

L

"'The Roommates"
1st Feature Repeated
Fri IL Sat Hits

COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
99

Regular to 1999

Thru Wed,
7:30 Only

TWO MASTERS WITH A
THOUSAND WAYS TO KILL
TRIGGER A MARATHON
MASSACRE'

NEW FALL HAND BAGS
Many smart new styles to
choose from in leather-like
vinyl and canvas.

7 30 Only

Starr. 15

CHEERING
SECTION,

There's a briskness

Famous Name, Notionally Advertised
Pants, skirts, shirts, tops,
and jackets.

4
11,
1 14111F"'

t..

DRIVE C.7114

COAT SALE

town and country

Wed,

CLINT
LASTWOOD
THE
OUTLAW
HMV
WALES

"I don't do miracles.
They're too thashy.'•

- JUNIOR
COORDINATES

y

HARLAN
COUNTY
U.S.A.

IClitiff

11),I5 "Ji

-Friday, November-11
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. John Workman, 1508
The Lake Area Singles will Parklane Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
meet Tuesday, November 15,
at 7:00 p.m. at the Bank .of
Marshall County in Benton. A
"turkey dinner" is planned
with the turkey and dressing
being provided. Each person
planning to -attend should
bring a covered dish.
The next meeting will be
The Bear Creek Girl Scout
'held in Murray at the North
Council
will hold its annual
Branch of Peoples Bank on
Tuesday, November 29, at 7:00 girl scout showcase Saturday
from-9 a.m.-to 3:30-p.m. atIt*
p.m.
This organization is open to National Guard Armory, 1800
all divorced, widowed or Clark St.,' Paducah.
never married people, and for - This year's showcase will
further information, call Vera include a program -and
Nordhoff at 753-0499 or Judy demonstration by eaeh girl
scout troop of some craft or
Koch at 753-5487.
project. After the program,
the various items made will go
on sale, and mine will cost
After rernoving nail polish: over $1.50, according to
Barbara Utter, who is coorriently,rqh olive oil onto the
112t1S to,
1 ..oin some of the lusnating this year's showcase.
ter and .to preterit drying.
There is no. admission
num tx,st t.lck cuticles, wash. ,charge, and refreshments will
your nail,a rxi you're all set for
be available, said Mrs. Utter.
poi i sh

•

7 30 Only

Academy Award
Winner
Best Documentary
...labor unrest in
the Ky. coal mines...

1,( 0141,1

Senior Citizens should call
-753-0P29 by -9;15 -aim. formorning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon.,
shopping.

to

4

Nails_

497 Poplar -- 753-5100

7

Lake Area
Singles
To Meet

Girl Scout
Showcase To
Be Saturday

Located North of Penny
Owner - Brenda Jones

weetheart
R

Lecture by Dr. John F. Mee,
'Indiana University, Mill lie at
Bethear gymn, Student
Center,'MSU, in the annual
Distinguished Lecture Series
Groomsmen will be Stanley, in Management; with dinner
Clayton, Ronnie, and Don at 6:30 p.m. Reservations for
Hargrove, brothers of the dinner are necessary.
groom-elect.
A reception will follow the
Friday, November 11
ceremooy_ at the club house.
The.Murray Seventh-Day
Ariendant1atTveSai*- &Went:1st Chifrcqfit-Ottihitinity
invited to attend the wedding service van will be at Big
and the reception. Only out of John's parking lot to give free
town invitations will be sent. blood pressure checks from,
9:30 a.m. to-twelve noon. -I

HOLLYBERRY BAZAAR special item for the event to be held Saturday, November 12,
starting at 8:30 a.m. by the women at the First Presbyterian.Cburch is this needlepoint
gingerbread house, ,about 8 x 12 inches using all colors. Lollypops are around the
house which is designed to be used as a place for candy to serve guests during the
holidays. This item was a group effort by the women who plan to sell it by sealed bids
at the bazaar on Saturday,The public is urged to attend, said Brenda Marquardt„who is
shown herebolding the gingerbread house.

PflRERT

DON

CONPAD

STROUD

SUDDEN

DEATH
4

DARLA
YOUNGBLOOD,
seven year old daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. Joe
Youngblood of Benton and
piano stu6nt of Mrs linda
Wright of Murray.h ad the
most practice hours of any
other students of the lo( al
mut( instructor during the
perpetof March 1977 to October 1977. Mrs. Wright said
Darla had, a total of 110'
houk.7 Other Itudents with
•tIfti next highest hours were
Pat Ham, 100; Cindy Bartell,
55; Ann Harcourt, 50; Tracey,.
Eldredge, 48 hours; anii I nn
tidredge,18:
•
• r

399

Regular to 999

PREWASHED JEANS

•

Denim jeans, prewashed for that
faded look arid perfect fit you'r,e
looking for.

Regular 1999

89
'
• Rahr's Cti•rge • BankArn•r;card • Mute,Charge

4144<kitki-rettil - Pfogatiff V01#4011,0 ii.tkaP-Pt
.
.4A
....C.C144/42142Ittiti‘Rtal- _EaAtialais
;
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To Marry In Murray.

3rent
, and
'arlos
Mrs.

Silent Auction By Chapter
Held At IAPollette Home

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraik.es Drake
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1077
What kind of day will fearfully, whether you should
tomorrow.he? Tolled out what.-stand too.to.tiiii-' with the
lay-mars-say, read-the-foreeant- competttionor etrannvent it by
given for your birth Sign.
a clever maneuver.

ie a
:heon
t 9:30
Brent

Male Athiefd
Rather- Be A Woman

BatIMAtilVt.

AMU'

'TNeni:23-tetiecTlf) "
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
In dealings with others, be
Oppottunineo In. a new field, -sure to note their reaction& The
will interest you considerably. right word at the right time
Study well- if only to grasp as could be a big factor in attaining
_
_ —aii-avocatien. ••-your end& •
-TAURUS-—Nap CAPRICORN
Apr. 21 to May 21)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may-get a lot of off-beat- - Teamwork_PFXR ABILY • l_ain a_2.4.-year -Add borneganaChrtstian.
ideas now. Put them right out of during this period,so make it a
stirdied fi)r the priesthood, hut dropped out bocatira Ifelt1 • - your head. In all situations, it point-to associate and work with
wasn't.lead."enough serve-the Lord while
--will be important to stress good-wthoese whose tflterests and Hens
nawp 1.rAtnini.:_14 he a. ruale_Anig_se
judgment,-.......level.headeciness,-.4maaluniaLlo_You awn
•
,The lie I am living is that I have always wanted to be a
AQUARIUS
self-control.
woman. I FEEL like a woman inside. I love all feminine'
GEMINI
nter- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
May n to June 21)
By going along with your
activities-cooking, sewing, decorating-yet I -am very
Care , needed in matters of associates, you can further your
athletic. I was encouraged to try out for the U.S. Olympic
commUnicakion. Misiri- own aims as well. As with
Track Team (I broke many records in high school.)! detest
-bunting and fishing; never -could-I-kill.. living thing.
- terPretationa of. a letter. or.. Catiric_ora, it'.&_a day_ when
message could lead to errors or teamwork will pay satisfying
I am not a homosexual, but this desire to live as a woman
dividends.
misunderstandings.
is about to destroy me. Where can I get a sex change
PISCES
CANCER
operatiou?,I will go anywhere. How much would one cost? 1
(June 72 to July 23)
IFeb= 20 to Mar. 20) X
• will save a lifetime if necessary. I would rather be dead
Lunar influences not entirely
A day of mixed influences.
Iliad go on living-like-this.
-•
• riworAle. You may _encounter You canlicild.yeiir own through
---tt-tte--Thritreattylo-CES" me, wryetid he give me a man's
tension_ in
r,.s, -Keep. thoughtful management,•with a
.11ILIeelitigs _ant' Lilealres of a woman?
-balk_VIM
your lralanee and look 'arther • dash--of imagination. Do not
Please
--1-havejelt-tbis e,lay as loailie 14en remember.
beeonie innoyedifiorriechatter
fright:Slide oUthinifs.
me:----tzo
in your pragrani Is necessary.
(July 24 to Aug. 23
_ MISERABLE IN MAINE
Your innate aggressiveziess
YOU BORN TODAYare
Miss Nancy Alice Deboe
DEAR MISERABLE: The Lord created all of us, and
will prove in advantage in endowed with a brilliant inwhy He gave you a man's body, but the feelings of a
conducting day's activities: tellect, tremendous ambition
'and David Sanford Beck
Don't gorovertoard and alienate and a dynamic personaltiy. You
woman,I do not know. Nature sometimes makes biological
friends or associates, however. should have a- scientific
blunders,as is the case when one.body does not conform
and Mrs. Stanley DeBoe_of Eddyvillivannoimee the
no
% ,education sure you have-the
engagement" and approaching marriage of their daughter, with his (or Berl'natural fe-etinga. Yonare not. alone. Don'ttalent needed to excel in Many
(Aug. 24 to Sept-23) "Y
,
Nancy Alice, to David Sanford Beck, son of the Rev. and Mrs. feel guilty. One cannot help what he feels.
You may find yourself in the of its branches, notably
divinely
that
knowledge,
skill
and
kbiiieve
talent
are
Sanford Beck of Calvert City.
-midst-of-eontroverty,-Drin't let -ehemistfy,---engineering and
inspired, and that those scientists, physicians - end
_ Miss DelAie will graduate in December from Murray State
it bother you. Rather, get medicine. However, your insurgeons whose combined efforts have made sex-change
University where she is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa
together with opponents and, tense desire for wealth and
surgery posfshie,- do on-- isith.....Gud:ii-guidance.__ /or
using-your innate foresight, you power' may - lead - yen -Into the
arid Kappa OtTiletton Phl.
information about sex-reassignment surgery and related
can solve all matters nicely.
business or financial worlds,
Mr. Beck graduated from Murray State University where he
problems, write to:
LIBRA
where you would probably
ma member of_Alpha-Gamina Rho-He-presently resides in
J.aras In14-1..at.o..-Fric41,4.-(Seff. 24 to Oct. 23)'Ian become a leaner. Otherfieldnin- R447(1404931 where he is employed-by Kentucky Farm Bureau - - --University of -Texas-Medical Branch
If you feel you are going stale which you cOukT ink& an enFederation as an area field service director.
Galveston, Texas 77550
in the idea department, browse. viable success: literature and
be RalernAfred 011.FridaY, DeceMber.30-at
044 i new _Vents of in- the theater. Either would give
;
non-prat
-rigenetfer peotile such
formation. Maid discussions you a marvelous chance to
6:30 p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. All friends are - Theirs i;;
with those of similar interests. dramatize your emotions.
yourself, so please send a stamped self-addressed envelope
invited to attend.
SCORPIO
.for'eheir reply, and tell them Abby told you to write. All
Birthdate of: Thomas Bailey
Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Aldrich, Arner. author; Maude
,
correspondence between you will be strictly confidential.
Pause to_appraise potentials. Adams, world-renowned. acLet
'
s Stay:Well__
.
_ .
-Decide cautiously, but not tress
- •
. REAR Al3F1Y: In, a- recent column - you recounted the
instanceof a womad who was trying to talk her boyfriend •
into going_with her to a ntidist,retreat.(He wasn't too keen
on the idea.) Do you suppose she just wanted toair their
differences?
FURRUM,VA.
explosion. The hazard is - Blasingame, MD.
By
DEAR EURRUM:-Either that, orlust bare them.
increased if the contents
D. Mrs. B. W. writes that
Is Now
are warm or if

By Abigail Van Buren

12:4A-Ci:"

12,

int

lie

he
cls
(is

Exploding- Pop
Bottle A- Hazard

•

stated that Mrs. Aadrow R.
The annual silent auction by
tate
Inetnbers of Chapter M of Duros, Kentucky
P.E.O. was in the home of Organiser frontMrs. A.C. La Follette Monday Gwen, would attend tbir luncheon meeting.
evening, November 7.
_
Membeealneseiit lea*AlmrKnown as the Stitching and
'Stirring meeting for several evening were as follows:
-years, proceeds from the Mesdames N.T. Beal, Lewis
handmade items, small Bossing, Donal Burchfield,
plants, and home baked goods Maurice Christopher, Olga
are used loteducational and Preenurni-_ _tarry ...Doyle,
philanthropic projects during ''George Hart, Harlan Hodges,
Follette.
__theyear- Idri.._Bugh Oakley . 1-4,11odiaA...La
....C.
and Mrs. Maurice Christopher Alfred Lindsey, Jr., William
were co-chairmen' of the Major, Henry -McKenzie,
Hugh Oakley, W.J. Pittm
auttion.
"
The president of Chapter M, John treerterMous,-Harry - MrsOlga Freeman,conducted Sparks, Paul Striim, A.H.
the business session. Mrs. Titsworth,- and Miss Ann
-William Major,chaplain, read Herron.
the parable of talents from _
Matthew for part _ of -the
HAMS NEED SOAKING
devotion.
dry-cured hams
Some
Mrs. Paul Sturm, of
012 salt and
- program- and yearbook (hams rubbed 3
committee, announced that other dry caring agents)fleid
the November 49 1uichebn7ncrur wr-ul
- would be in the home-of Was bekee-15614- Mat, +,,auch ag
Ann Herronat,Hand, at
Afrat are ust"Y- ream"1o''
"
IstYle' •
noon. Mrs. Freeman:Asa_
faun
. trY4w celm

SECURITY FEDERAL
Savings and loan

st

her
nificant face injury which
will result in permanent
scarring from an explod-

flying glass just missed
one of his eyes. She thinks
that more education of the
agitinSt strch
gers and more preventive

-

measures should -be taken
by mannfacturets. to keer
such accidents from hap-

shaken. The
fi
e ease
additional gas from the
liquid and to increase the
pressure. The larger bottles appear mere -inclined
_to burst than do the usual
smaller bottles.
_Sosfar_ as..greventiqn
•such -ii-cciffents IS concerned, the following cau_
tions shcinki help:
- Bottle manufacturers
could lessen the pressure

UPLA

H you feel left out and lonely, or, wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my sew booklet, "How To. Be
Popular; Yeu're Never Toe Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with -a long,---self-addressed, stamped- 124cents) envelope to Abby, 132-Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212.

pening
of-gasin the bottle.
-A-. With the -intreaSing
- Manufacturers should
popularity of carbonated
use materials other than
bottled drinks, you are cor- glass in containers. Cans
rect that the dangers from have grown more popular
their exploding should
but are somewhat more
receive- greater attention.
expensive. Plastic bottles
In a recent article in the have not been acceptable.
'Journal of the American Wrapping the bottles in a
Medical Association,' a plastic coating - haS been
team of-physicians headecL suggested to" make- 'the
by Paul Bergeson, M.D.,of glass we resistant_ to
Called- — breaking and to lessen
Phoenii,
attention to the potential fragmentation during
hazards from exploding explosions. Again, expense
soft drink bottles as a is a factor.
household threat„
Store_harles in a cool .
Some idea of the fie- place. Lower shelves or the
-quenef of-such aCeidents- -floor-are nn-Ore preferable
can be gained by nottIng than higher shelves.
that the United States • - Direct the cap away
Product Safety; Commis- from the face when open. sion estimates that 32,000 ing a bottle. Danger of gas
persons were treated in pressure is greater when
hospital emergency rooms warm or after handling
during 1974 (the last year that agitates the liquid configures are available). for tents. Injuries by exploding soft
- Children should be
number frainednoUtoWakar play
drink.
of such injuries has. proba- with an unopened bottle of
bly-increased.
pop and to handle it care_ Soft _clyMk_s are _bottled ._- fully.-If4he bottle is warm,
under pressure. withcar- it might be wise to wrap it
bon dinxide gas. Some bot- with a cloth while handling
tles may explode spontane- before-and during opening.
ously and without any proThe researchers convocation. Others • may cIpde,'The problem of ex"
burst as they are normally plosions of carbonated soft
handled. Dropping or strik- drink bottles ... appears toing thecirink against some---he of-Sii6Stantial magmthing else can cause an . tude."
•

For Business Ai

1300 Johnson, Murray 159-1234

Time to- Give..'
Time to Share..
'Loving Gifts
from
'Vanity 'Fair

PI 6 s.m 10 p.m
Th F-S Open 24 Mn,
Close See. et 4 a.m.

MI

$325
$375

*Fantail Shrimp
*8 oz. Ribeye
*12 oz. Kansas-City Out

$400

*Fried Chicken

$25°

4-Bone 12 oz....

$450

Dinners include salad bar, choice of potato, and
loaf of bread--

•

Custom Pit Barbequing
UN*Tel;

lb 256
- --

MN-

iftefucfes french-frii•s-.-rotop-slow,•••14i4•-beens,4•usitpuppio•--41sliced onions
•

sTm

4

beautiful
love
. This Christmas give the gift of '
•
front VANITY FAIR Plunge into the spark
- a gggeous long gown with matching robe-ot
nylon tricot. Hathirtsizp
- The robieat 20.00 and the gown at 15.00; match
- --scuffs eireitable-in•ires•SMI., bortter

•

shell treasure
for years
_from _TrigItts

..,nt with

'
'in Or

heaven blue at 7.00. At for right. a
*rata
robe with loce trim around the collar ;".. Pont
polyester, sizes 8 to 18 in pink sand at 45.00.
77 Notritrp77-Es.n
At
6.00
white,espresso, condleglow and powde, .
Matching bran 32 36 ABC in espresso, 8 SO,
in 4-7, all color' • 323.
matching
Full slip in short, average an t*,r; ••• *'.
candleglow, pink sorr&bncf sea spray in
32 to 42 at 9.00; Match•nq •••'47
.'
some colors available at 3.30. Nur,
' TY
clad-see-our-comples•tollection
FAIR for the best Christmas e .r

Formal Wear
•••

We CO NOT Sub-Rent!
You can view hundreds of
tuxedoes in stock, then make
your decision. If by some chance we don't have what you went
and it's by After Six we can get
if.
We Can Fit You!

309 N. 16th
753-0303

,
Give the gilts -

•uvuriurserry-Tv-v-v7v-irir

2 4N

at. Fri thru Sat. 1)p. m.)-

777 •

•

Murray Formal
Tuxedo Rental
Co. Inc.

Every Friday Evening and
Saturday Specials fbegins,4 p

after
Six
..pen Frida‘s 111 p.ntrttr--.
••9
•

,
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Today
In History

Opinion Page
Business Mirror

IIs j.,11114

1)11

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 10, the 314th
day of 1977. There are 51 days left In the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On UM -date" In -WI,-ih6 DMA
surrendered New Netherlands—now
New York—to the English.
On this date:
In 1483, the leader of the Protestant
reformation, Martin Luther, was born
Ittitbdebert.fiel
In 1871, explorer Henry Stanley
Scottish
missing
located the
missionary, David Livingston, in
.
_
central Africa. .
In 1918, at the end of World War I,
Kaiser Wilhelm crossed-froM Belgium
into Holland and asked forasylum.
In 1928, Kirohito was enthroned as
emperor of Japan.

iii

Oil Perks.
English Economy

V le

s
t 1 I
rtttbarik- thinks -some other, more
NEW YORK APT= In-IN-Centers a
\'• `4
1
'
international monetary exchange, subtle factors underlie the changed
1
• ,where vigilance sometimes erupts into attitude toward the pound, one of them
ECONOMIC
near panic, they were kissing goodbye -being that the British people andlneit
to the British pound sterling a year ago., leaders give indications of finally
- FORECASTS
Britain, it -was.-felts was consuming. __havinglactit with inflation.
has
year
past
II'
the
True, the rate for
itself, in economic squabbles, wasting
But
percent.
15
around
something
been
bankrupt,
its assets, spending itself
doing little to stop the postwar drift that the projections are better. Mernill
. had floated the island nation onto the Lynch Economics expects the rate to
.
44%411
I
.average out to 12 percent for 1978.
_
I
—__ shoals._
Perhaps even more Inpolitarit,'
''..i
No matter that Britain was keeping it
••
head high like a proud gentleman. That ...iilthough it is also a correlary of falling
••0 0
‘
A
'
/' . ,
\\ sk
•
P .0 eeet
',̀
,......s.....
wouldn't solve inflation and lack_,of inflation, is the projection for real
s l'
'
••••\
•
But he knoweth du way that I
.....\ ,
•‘.•
-,,•'
\
0
Investment and strikes. The tweeds growth in gross national product:
Copley News Service
e: when he bath tried me, I shall
•- were frayed, and everyonenoticed. At Merrill Lyn:en foresees 1978 growth of
•
s lob 23:10.
.
thif
:i:oid
foreb
,, .ft
_reser
,,,,,AiriffiumormemiL
_
,
77percentirtifft
0.5
vs.
1.5.percent
_calledit,__
__Merzy.maciness,they
'
be
to
victors
us
enables
oeine -evidence
At-the--beginning-of-1976 --a potiftd------•- would- fetch yoli two American dollars. motley that had fled the pound seemsto_
"Letts not get excited•••we've been---fooled
-- betere."--- eultitc-'--, .
•Later in the year it would get you Only' be coming-back - home;- evidence
future.
thecountry's
in
faith
renewed
some
arong
betting
the
and
$1.55,
'
But as in the battle of Britain itself,
traders was that it would s&ri translate
the battle of the pound isn't yet won.
into even fewer nickels and dimes.
While there is evidence that leaders are
A year later they are calling the
fed up with economic decline, there is
pound buoyant. Against the -dollar, at hardly evidence.that they are willing to
least, it is rising like a cork in a bottle,
dig trenches.
reaching about $1.62 last week. And
In fact,„ the same deadly. union11••
-currency traders - were -singing - •management
games that ruined earlier
•••••
4117
"There'llaivrays be an England."
By GENE MeCUTCHEMi..:,
efforts to build the economy and bolster
los
1U.)
What changed? Oil. North Sea oil exports are still being played, again at
Murray Ledger & Times
seems to have done for Britain what great and perhaps permanent expense
. . &WVrain does for a dustbowl farmer. Oil is to the nation.
beck and laughed, 'Son, you better
is a
the
Joe,
son,
whose
Dyer,
Wilbur
Not only Wallies:4 people but citizens
prosecuted," said the times, are
pouring into Britain, and money men
4-The nationaift* Miners Union, for
watch it! That's man-sized whiskey. It
member of the Calloway County school
hundreds of federal facilities also in
generally are disturbed by recent
react to oil like they do to gold.
example, voted to fight for a 90 per cent
just might put snakes in your boots!"
board and also directs the food services
violation of the Clean Water Act. When
disclosures that the Environmental
wage increasee+rather than accept 'an
Mink pretended to drink-the dipper
'at'Murray State, has retired after 22
Induitry is taking another look. 'ord
Protection Agency (EPA) practices a
confronted with this information, an
in
full of whiskey and refilled it. Then he
years as a heavy equipment operator
Motor has decided to invest more than • offer to have wages reflect gains
double-standard of law enforcement.
EPA official admitted that probably 25
only
handed the. dipper to the stranger.
with the Kentucky Highway Depart$200 million in a new plant in Wales productivity, which may be the
According to an article 'm the new
percent of all federal installations are
and
way in which labor, management
-Your tug,' he said. Again the
ment.
after having considered .sites in other
your times, EPA had (1) a get-tough
violators.
enIPtied the dipper.
-the
•
other day, by way of L.D. Miller, stranger
- . riatiiin- itself
. .could benefit. .
In EPA'sididwest region.a-Chicago
.
paLj.i.atitard privatP industrialMi• - •
Yy, ou sure can
sorti
resnarsea
his
mevtiror
sharedwithDyer
Mr.
'
polluters, and (2) a go-soft policy
official disclosed that 92 of 185 federal
drink whiskey, mister, as well as tote a
family history. It involved a Civil War
toward federalgovernment polluters.
water dischargers in six states had not
pretty pistol. May I see it?" The
experience his grandfather, also named
EPA officials calleda news conmet EPA standards.
stranger answered, "Yes, it's a beaut!
Joe, had.in helping rid this area of a
ference to announce a crackdown on
The Chamber of Commerce of the
And I'll tell you sumthin' else. When I
band of marauding guerrillas who were
some 600 industrial polluters and 2,000
United States, which studied nonterrifying the- local citizenry. It goes _find those galoots, Dyer and Turner,- cities with facilities that failed to meet
them, undoubtedly, do a fine job; some,
compliance reports, identified some of
my pistol will sing again."
like this:
not
are
a July 1 deadline to clean up their
most
But
not.
do
unfortunately,
the violators: U. S. Naval Academy in
•
++++,
++4-4.discharge Waters.
hired because they will be good .
Annapolis, Mid.; Yosernite- National
Mink looked at the stranger and said.
Joe Dyer and Mink L. Turner, both of
Manwhile, "undisclosed and tinPark; twelve U.S. Bureau of
teachers. They are hired, instead, to be
-m n Ids e hate to be in theW books
a key Tennessee River
iiWc.--inaU'on power Plaois --goeteciaehesor-whateverWere
CrirVir,
the
cause w en you o me em, now a
diiring
landing
(Continued From Page 1)
a
released
Wyoming; Quanitco (Va.) Marine
school
Recently, a local
hell will bust loose." "Right." the
loyal southerners and "joined up" at
BaseLArmy Infantr9Training Center,
lab equipment, and salaries for better highly qualified English teaCher
Yankees overran -stranger said. "You say you want to
before
Donelson
Fort
a
Ft. Beening, Ga.; three facilities of the
also
not
was
person
because that
Calloway County athletic boosters have
About
1862.
not
leak at my pigtail Now, sonny,.
that installation Feb. 16,
Bureau of Indian Affairs in Arizona;
raised money - for a new football coach. In' another case, student§ were this. time, there was considerable Oany men Would let a youngster handle
that
so
Navy Yard in Washington, D. C.,
the
teacher
history
a
denied
10
Ago
Years
program.
looting of southern homesk.guerrilla- their hardware, but I reckon you'rif all
and Naval Air station in Jacksonville,
But there is only so much "'charity" athletes could have another coach.
morning
this
died
62,
Oury Dunn, age
bands, who, authorities believed, were rikhi." And with that, he handed his.
F.14,
our.. c.ePpo_ls._can _get, each .year. How Here again„as'hour owa,decisions m
•
pearfAistitiled ----pistol to lurtiern.- •from -hums-and suffocation in aline_at - "ISI'o' one.adirocateS'th-at WeabandenNewberg. arelat
entering-the
new
donitioni,
for
pay
tO
collected
making school
much money is
his home.
"Careful, now," he cautioned. "She's
Dyer and Turner, knowing the area
our efforts to clean up the nation's
books in the library? How many dollars tra.curricular activities come first and
Other deaths reported include M.D.
reada-to dance." .
the
stop
to
assigned
were
well;
Gilren
lab
waters but if - industry must spend
new
programs-last.
'Ittiy
,
to
educational
annually
= basic
are donated
girl,
iniant
flill„
Megan
76,
age
Clark,
Mink broke open the pistol and
guerrillas. And legend has it that before
billions of dollars to achieve this goal,
equipment or start a new academic this topsy-turvy set or priorities for our
Mrs. James Herman Cathey, age 77,
pretended to look it over carefully just
the inundation of the area by Kentucky
the
government should also meet the
,schools, it is no wonder we expect our
program? .
and Tom -L. Williams,age/11.
as Joe Dyer stepped to his _ aside.
Lake„ the .01d-"OlieTtlla Graveyard"
.rules,
for water quality,'? said John
The answers ore obvious: -precious t4iikken to win geniesand bring home
Clees
Airman First Claas Eddie M.
"Stranger," Mink said. "I'm Mink
near Snipe Creek bore silent witness
associate director of the
Robinson,
little. We simply are not willing to championships.
has returned home after serving with
Turner and this is Joe Dyer."
that they did their job well.
Resources and EnvironCahrnber's
Clearly, this over-emphasis on
,reach in our pockets for the hidden,
the Air Force at Vietnam.
The-stranger's face blanched and he
Friends of Dyer and Turner,
Quality
Division.
mental
everyday part of the school program. football, band, and similar activities is
The Murray City Council named
gulped, "Let's talk this over," "That's
however, felt that the two were marked
While the current, widespread
Our gifts are resei-ved for the exciting, the problem. By themselves, these are
superintendent
Curtis Wayne Doran as
just what we'll do," Joe Dyer said as
men, and their identities were never
problems of the steel industry are due
the obvious. And if the.team and the worthwhile programs. Yet by making
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who
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succeeding Jack
talk outside. Now!"
cumstances, its multibillion dollar
are to support them.
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expenditures for polution control must
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who
stranger
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'He
Newberg.'
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be viewed as one of the circumstances. Therefore, I believe -these exeducation, though, we have good
Mr. and- Mrs. J. P. Parker, was
Newberg to find them,and did—walked
many items, whiskey for 25 cents a
Nearly half a billion dollars went for
company. School administrators and tracurricular activities must be deof
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Steven
to
followed
married
outside into the chilly weather
gallon, if you brought your own conpurpose in 1976 alone.
this
boards of education, too, make emphasized. They need to be, as
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by Williams and others in the store.
tamer. He always kept a large cedar
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decisions which favor extracurricular originally intended, extra programs to
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bucket, reinforced with bright bands,
may well be the straw that breaks the
activities at the expense of classroom enhance the basic educational program .
Church.
The drunken stranger, rapidly
on the counter, and this bucket nearly
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to
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sobering now,
always was full of whiskey. Beside the
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such troubled steel producer are fines
One chilly day in March, 1862, Dyer - bend of the trail" some 50 yards south
levied for violation of water standards.
20 Years• -4.ro-and Turner and a few of their cronies of Williams' store. "you've got a
1-*
EArlier this year the state pollution
choice," Turner told the stranger.
were in the store when a well-dressed
possible range of experiences for our
Twenty-four high schools from four control. agency began fining the, com"This rope or a bullet."
stranger -walked in. A big, rugged inyouth. We must accept the fact that our
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he
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near
of
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exdefinition of basic knowledge and
4nnual Quad-State Choral Festival at day, until the total exceeded 40 million
cident as not such a bad deal. The
around, nodded to the men at the potperiences and of basic educational
Murray State College on November 11, and a moratorium was called.
bellied stove, and walked to the.counter stranger found the two men he had been
• goals, change as rapidly as society
to Prof. Robert Baar, conaccording
It also is painfully clear that anti(Continued From Page 1)
where Williams was doing some book- looking for and Mink Turner ended up
curricular activities are
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pollution expenditures drain off money
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TRANSLATORS
Barbourville

2:00/1:00 PARENT EFFECTIVENESS "The POTHS Of • School"
- Power"
6:00/4:00 THE AGE' OF UNCERTAINTY "The, Fatal Corn2:30/1:30 DANIEL FOSTER,
.G.albraith-leokat.the

5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC
PANY
-6•00/S:90 ZOOM6:30/5:30 AS WE SEE IT

• Cold War. •

3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VICTORY'GARDEN- Prepartng Ina
soil for the next year.

8:00/7:00 ONCE- UP6iir A
CLASSIC The Legend of Robin Hood" Marion disguises herself as a ,said and helps Robin
escape.

8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE Flying in a hot air balloon and
gOintr9VvimmMg -Dr--a TharflIF-made life size aquarium.

9:00/8:00 THE
BEST
OF
FAMILIES- Teddy_Wheeler sop- _

.

Teddy

eLASSIC'''The-tePraFcif'
Robin Hood" R f
5:00/4:00
THE BEST OF
FAMILIES Teddy Wheeler supports political novice Teddy
Roosevelt in the mayoral
election.
- (Captioned)
10016.100._ IMAGES OF AGING

Schnellenberger, Bill Arnsparger and Clarence ,Unclervvood,
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYMPHONY Principal guest conductor Colin Davis leads the Boston

7"1""e-"'"4"^""94.er

Asleep At the Wheel"
•
.10:30/9:30
THE BEST OF

E RIMY,
Eastern/Central Time
8:30/ 730 ant to 330/2:30 p.m
KET N-SCHOOL PROGRAM-,

ERNIE KOVACS Ernie takes a
look at sex and violence on
.
-11:0O/1000
14014-1-Y PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
-

MIN'

aiov:

VILLA 'ALEGR-E
.
3:30/2:30
SUNDAY,
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
Eastern/Central Time
COMELECTRIC
5:30/4:30
SESAME
8:00/7:00 a.m.
PANY
STREET
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
9:00/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
5:30/5:
- 30:AS - WE SEE IT_ --NEIGHBORHOOD
I Final show)
9:30/8:30 ZOOM
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
.8i0017:00 WASHINGTON • _
WEEK IN REVIEW
STREET
8:30/7:30 WALL
•
WEEK
9:00/8:00 LIVE FROM THE
MET "Fligoletto" This performance,of -the Verdi-classic fr,orn
th-e-Miti7O
poTnun
—Opeallouse
in New York -stars Placid°
Domingo with James Levin
conducting. 43 hours)- NOV. 12
Eastem/Central Time
12:30/11:30 p.m. NEW SHAPES:
EDUgATION_
1:00/12:00 GED SERIES "Lit-

SATURDAY,

Eastern/Central Time
8 30/7 30 am. to 3:33/2.30 pm
KET INSCH99±.
.. PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30
VILLA ALEGRE

A documentary on American
artist Georgia O'Keefe.

900/8:00' -TO BE A MAN
A prpt43 of'"Men's Liberation"
10:00/9:00 EYEWITNESS The
-real dm -behind, the _fatal
SYmPhonv Orchestra:—
crash of a commercial jetliner,
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
1:4 an accused Male
THEATRE:
I
CLAUDIUS
Oa!
a.firi -the Kann-Aact,
-- "-Family -Affairs"- Romeo-tie-en— -Prng
_:;14443allarrrieg,
igeigiamjasts_Agaiot
-TIRE 'DICK CAV
Tiberius.
:
10:00/9-:00 V-ISlONS-- "You - ETTSHOP/
Can Run, But You-Can t Hide",
A troubled Vietnam veteran
---works out his anger toward
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 16
his family and society through
Easttrn/Centtal Time
the support he finds in joining
8:3)/730 am to 3:330 lam.
a street theater group (90 miry)
KET IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
,
•
3:30/2:30
VILLA ALEGRE

"From Resignation to Renewal"
A study of the liberated elderly.
7-00/6"Rai
.• .
'

7:30 6:30 MUSIC
6:00/7:00 RUN THAT BY ME
etection, - •
'
• •
cE -AGAIN A look at the Western
10:0
-6790
-0
--BIM-.
• THEA-TRE • t et-At/Ott/9'fir'st----,w-ni411- 4'401099
1 7
episode of a 13-part adaptation - - • gre °,
8.30/7.30
SOCCER_
MADE IN
of Robert Graves, -bestselling
-GERMANY
novels on the glory that was
9:30/8:30 AUSTIN CITY LIMRome, and the intrigue and
ITS "The- Texii-FTayboys and
lust that led to its downfall.
11:00/10:00 THE DICK.CAVE TT SHOW

NOV. 15

TUESDAY

•
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC- 4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
TQB_Y GARDEN - --•-- -----570074:00 MISTER- ROGERS
6:30/5:30 GED SERIES "LitNEIGHBORHOOD
'
erature IV. Drama and Poetry.530/430 ELECTRLC_COlit
- 7:06/6100
GED -SERIES
PANT
1:
Subject,Verb
6:00/5:00-20094
•
6:30/5:30
OVER EASY
7:30/6:30 RUN THAT BY ME
7:00/6:00
THE MACNEIL /
AGAIN A look at the Kentucky
LEHRER REPORT
and Tennessee Aetna of 1954
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
with guests Dick Rushing, Dr.
8:00t7:00 GEORGIA O'KEEFE
William
Wheeler,
Howard

4:00/3:00
THE FRENCH
7:00/6r00 THE„NlitCNEIL
• • :•
LEHRER REPORT
430/3:30.
7:30/6:30 Kt..tql*K.-Y- NLV

ifS

.14

12

SHORT STORY "The Nilotic

COM- '"--21'00/2;700-1E-016A-S"PAIETTE

ports political novice

• .10

stratum
'J.4041. of Si orizoi-:--who -Nought- ----4-1400/4000 THE DICK CAVLanguage"
in the front lines during
- Err SHOW
1:30n 2/311-13ED SERIES7titrf.•"'War
4:00/3:00 THE AMERICAN
erature
Poetry"

- THURSQAY,NOV. 10
Eastern/Central Time
8.30/7:30 am. to 3:33/2.33 p.m.
KET IN -SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 VILLA
ALEGRE
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4 .00 MISTER ROGERS
itgIGHEIORHOOD
S•

_Romeveit

.14

Boston-Butler
Cowan Creek-Eolie
Falmouth
Louisa
Pineville
VVhitesburg

NOV. 14
MONDAY,
Eastern/Central Time
3;334230 p.m
-82177:313KET 1N-SCHOOL PROGRAM-, MING

3:30/2:30

VILLA MEGRE

-4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
WICHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOMS
5:30/5:30 OVER EASY Pre-

11:0/10:00 INFINITY FAC_
•
TORY:`
STUDIO SEE
11:30/10:30
miere-of -the daily Magazine vaJoin 'the—etteut--tiVith a - kid
riety series designed for the 50
unicyclist and find out about
million Americans over 55.
radio controlled Model airplane&
. 7:0016:00 THE MACNEIL /
12:00/11:00 REBOP
4.L
JSlC iretera__AHRER REPORT _
: 0/b7.1U KEN-MR.11.T 'NUM
xiomlio— WASHI
8:00/7:00 THE AGE OF.UNWEEK IN REVIEW
CERTAINTY What role do the
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
big corporations play in our
WEEK
lives, and how much power do
1:00/1:00
THE STRAUSS
their realhi hive?.
FAMILY In this conclusion,
Johann marries again and finds
fresh vitality and inspiration.

3:00/2:00 MEN-OF BRONZE
A documentary on the black
infantry members kaborr as the

.•
.•
10:30/9:30 PARENT EFFECTIVE
ryNEaSS
nd laAaraolonooek
-at "Athoethio.
of
tent-Listening"

4:00/3:00
5:00/4:00

SESAME STREET
MISTER ROGERS

NEIGHEIORHOOD
6:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The New
Healers" Rural poor around
-the- world art largely unaffected by Western medicine. Nova
examines why.

9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES "The Arcata Promise"
This contemporary play IN
__Dautd...Meicer features Anth
op ins in a tour e- orce ro
as an-actor_ bent onself-destruclt ion
3
0:13/9:30
ME AND STELLA
Composer' -and musician Tej
'Mahal-sets a personal and historical reference and talks about
Elizabeth Cotton's importance

to the Blues.
11;90/10:00___THE_MCK cam,
E,TT SHOW

LOOK
It's Here!
Interest Free Financing

Nov. BM 1-12\
ONLY
MAKE THOSE LONG
AWAITED PURCHASES NOW
y 12 months to pay on purchases of $50.00 to $500.00
y Absolutely no interest or service charge
y Includes entire stock (except for shoes)

An unbeatable combination—Big K's low
low prices and 1 year financing without
any interest. Credit cleared while you
shop.

Subject to Credit Approval
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Z53-8777

Equal Opportunity Employes
Limit Rights Reserved
Acres of Free parkin".

9-9 Mon -Sat
1-6 Sundays
t

10 Day Spectacular AI
Savings, Sale

Against Insulation Ads
WASHINGTON (AP) — The entered, the market, parFederal Trade Commission, ticularly in the production of
saying consumers are being Mimics* insulation where the
victimized by misleading initial investment is Natively

claims, is beginning a drive
against deceptive advertising
of home insulation.
"There are about three
million_ people who, _have
bought insulation since
January," said one FTC
source,
lot of those people
have
bought lousy -sometime* :even unsafe insualtiap:"---- The program includes
warnings to between 200 and
300 manufacturers and suppliers that they could be
subject to civil suits and fines
of up to 10,000 dollars a dal,if
engaged in such advertising.
"We expect most people to

at

"5

_
low.
Three major manufacturers
of fiberglass insulation
testified before Congress last
week, that.a abortage &kr
sulaticm- was- expected fat' Irn
another three years and that
all suppliers are using
allocation systems because
they are unable to meet
demands.
Patrick Kelly of the FTC's

... .

•
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The
Blackford House
1 804 Coldwater Road, Murray
'NW
Men's SWIM Collodion
Men's
Bud Burma
--Permanent Press .,
_.

r

Flannel .
Sport Shirts

Shirts__
._
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',\Ill 16,91
'4
witils)
, I

Pr;shrusik 10014 cotton.

00

-Prefect - der-

4-for$1

consumer protection bureau

Men's Name Brand

said those kinds of market
conditions make the industry
a target for marketing and

Cordurory
Shirts

cool

-,
&699

weather. Tull cut with
extra long shirt tails
Pockets Choice of
plaids'.

alca's New greed

Dress Shirts

_____

in a variety of styles
advertising abuses.
of
l
Choice of coprs
and colors, permanent press
Burgundy, .. Navy,
The major evidences of
From
authenic
Camel,
abuse, he said, involve
western style with tetra $1699
late taitS, flappeckets.
voluntarilY "Change their •7eiaggerate,c1 R-values. But
'
1..conduct," said ene FTC--some nrodiihers also are not . asee's Coiderery
---—
'
..- , - .
lawyer.- But he said the giving adequate warning of .,-*"-es left$44"
°° "her and marunade Oren_ ,.
.14
4
commission- is prepared la possible safety hazards, such. irfirr- Skteek SetS- - : &Slim, -and casual style belts In "'
Slacks are sizes Situ 40; jackets S. current II." and l's" widths
subpoena records and initiate as the highly flammable
.--.1. 114,-1..44..31our choice of sohd Sizes Sr3lIalif, -1441,11et M1/3'7civil eatff Vielaticks persist. nature---'of cellukise products
_
colors of Khaki and Blue.
39;, 1,, 46434. -

r to,.$12°°

$

The commission also is not treated with special fire
expected to approve within a retardants.
few weeks a new trade rule. "We know enough that we
which, for the first time, . think that there are major
would require the disclosure problems. The market conof subosittfisrad
ditions are right, and we see
ratings both in advertising the evidence," said another
_
and packaging.
.FTC official.
-The R-value is the measure- FTC officials have declined
of insulation's ability to to say how large a budget will
prevent heat from escaping. be devoted to the drive. The

Many manufacturers have officials also declined to name
voluntarily placed the ratings- -any_ companies as violators,
on packaging.
saying only that the inBut the FTC says some R- vestigation is industry-wide.
•
values are highly exaggerated
while others are based on
laboratory test conditions
instead of normal use. Claims
-of energy. savings, tbe FTC

Arts Agencies

says, must
attainable" in the area where
is
the
advertising
di:sseminated..
Since last April, when
President Carter- proposed a
tax break for homeowners
installing insulation,--demand

'
8-

--Stead Neils
- --

Nees & Bey,

Rugby

Shirts

Well meet. -Fleece
lined Choice of 'colors.
,All
, sizes

$600

Jeans
$1,00 .,
pricedrro. la. to$14100
In Denim and Khaki. ASsites

Students

Sport Shirts

$700

Made by the maker of probably the most
famous brand in boy's jeans. This is a
combuietion of 100% cotton and corduroy. Has lane sleeves, lone point
collar, button front with placket, cuffs,
placket, and collar are corduroy Very
attractive

-vo

—

Wide Selection
of
Dress& Casual

-

Billfolds $65° ,...

Sweater

$i9
am2
°C1

SI n20
From 1 wy
to

Attractive colors. Three popular
styles: Si-Fold, Tri-Fold, and
Pass d
ease Billfold. These carry at
year unconditionalguarantee.

Meet Set At

GOLDEN POND -2- Kentucky, South Carolina and
Tennessee are sponsoring a
national meeting for state arts
agencies which specialize in
crafts. Ahoy* 30 states will be
tepresentiat the conference
has skyrocketed and major )
&1 Between the Lakes
produces-have -.been hard _
_
_
'
prtseed to leen Piet.
' Holding the meeting is the
At the same time, score,s- 61 first step toward getting state
new, small companies- have agencies more involved in the
crafts made by artists in their
areas, according to Anne
Ogden of the Kentucky Arts
Commission.
_
Topics to- be diatussed include the future role of,state
arts agencies in crafts
prognunnitng, 'whys :to increase public interest in crafts
and craft events. marketing of _

4

_

-

FTC Begins Drive

crafts and how state agency
programs can benefit crafts
and craftsmen.
A $6,000 grant from-the
National Endowment for the
Arts will help cover the ex-

penses of the conference, and
Valley
Tennessee
the
Authority is providing the
space, room and board at
Brandon Spring Group Camp.
The Land Between the
Lakes is federally owned land
between Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley, which is being
developed by the Tennessee
Valley Authority as a national
demonstration project in
outdoor recreation and environmental education.

Samrnon's Bakery
753-5434

Chestnut Street
Your

THANKSGIVING
__itneat_Liatontlyr
and deserts from Sammonrs.

=

ries

,

r,„„,,,,„,.
PA till.

hr,s,

11

11411.• Mid

Int,11

•• lb,

Cakes-

f horn/trip -

Breads-

eh
lt.i,ou.
Butte - HO(
,h' Hulls
um/ tg(
u Brefuls

,/./.02/. Fres!,. f
-ct-A-ft

mu/.

Ger tett&

Plan NowOrder In Advance!

MSU ProfessorTo Exhibit Art
Legs, - -assistant
- Dale
professor of art at Murray
State University, has had a
drawing- acceptW In the 30th Art
Mid-States
annual
Exhibition at the Evansville
Museum of Arts and Sciences.
All work for the exhibition,
which will run Nov. 13 through
Dec. 11, was selected by
Thomas N. Armstrong III,
-ey
4Ireetor of the Whitt
Museum of American Art in
•
New York City.
_ A native of Sheboygan, Wis,
Leys earned the M.F.A. and
M.A. degrees in drawing at
the University of Wisconsin
and the B.F.A. degree with a
major,. in sculpture at the
Layton School of 'Art and
Design in Milwaukee.
He was the recipient of the
Battel Scholarship Grant to
Study at the Yale University

"
Nor anoso Kw5po,

Regular

Unstenfed
8-432

no one knows its there.
Regular
Extra Hold

Unscented

13 ox.

Summer School of Art and
Music in 1973.

Fast Film Service
At Big Discount
DEIELOPI
"
loutal MO for
sour Good Prlo s
FILM, FLASH CURES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES

Artcraft Studios
SI. Itrk 7434031
Prue Peeking Maine Deer

HAIRSPRAY

1111.00S your.hair but

CREME RINSE &
CONDITIONER

REGCLAR
• LEMON FRESH.,
• BALSAM & parr
• WITH EXTRA BODY
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Wildcat Players Considering
Game At Florida Grudge Match
'LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — preceded him at Coral Gables
Derrick ramsey, a New
Kentucky- travels to Florida High School. Both were
Jersey native who now calls
- for its last road game standout linebackers at
Hastings, Fla., home.
Saturday and two of. Coach Ftbrida and went on to the
Curci,- Who quartered the
Fran Curtis Wildcats say for National Football League.
University of Miami in the
them it's a grudge match.
Jaffe bested Ortega's career 1950s and coached the
Nose guard Richard Jaffee tackle record as a middle
Hurricanes before coming to
and linebacker Mike Martin linebacker,
but
his Kentucky, will be shootiqg for
both say they have a point to achievements went unnoticed
his second straight victory
- prove,
:by-the scouts.--- —over the Gators and the.thirztJaffee, a sophomore from
"I never received anything in his five years here.
south Miami, and Martin, a from any Florida school - no
senior from Melbourne, scouts, no phone calls, no
figured to be waring the letters," Jaffe. said.. "KenGators' blue and orange after tucky wanted me and you go
high school, but the Florida where you're wanted...I've
coaching
staff
decided never regretted my decision."
otherwise.
Martin and Jaffe have
"I was committed to received considerable notice
Florida," said Martin. "I was at Kentucky. Martin was
ready to go. I always wanted named
most
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
valuable
to go there. Then they dropped defensive player in last year's Meet the champions: Trinity,
us. They did me wrong and Peach Bowl. Jaffe was The Henderson County, FranklinI've held a grudge ever _since. Associated Press' Southeast Simpson, Mayfield and
Lineman of the Week after the Harrodsburg.
"I was recruited by them. Wildcats' 33-13 victory
over . They captured the top spots
during my-- junior 'and -senior LbuiSiana State fckfr'irik
theireettve-divisions in
4-ti
years et-TEau Guile- +11t -ttg(4
-•
'Abe - final -Associated -Press
School," he said "In the fifth
A host of Other Wildcats also - high school lootball poll ofthe
game of my last year
:
. I are priming for the clash at season.
twisted my ankle. I was Florida field.
Trinity, the defending Class
sidelined a couple of games
Members of the Florida 4-A titlist in Jefferson County,
and wasn't effective the last connection include defensive
was named regular season
three...I don't know if it was backs John Bow,
Ron Cason champion Wednesday by the
because of the injury or and Phil Mobley;
defensive panel of sports writers and
whether they didn't think I tackles Chris
Gosselin and sportscasters.
was that good an athlete, but Luis Lopez;
running backs
Henderson County received
they dropped me."
Freddie Willianli and Mike enough votes to take the state
- Jaffe aspired to follow in-the O'donnell;
safety Chris 4-A crown; Franklin-Simpson.
footsteps of Ralph Ortega and Jacobs; defensive
end Chuck won in the state 3-A divisian;
Glenn
Cameron,
who Postel and quarterback Mayfield took the top spot
in
state 2-A, and unbeaten
Harrodsburg wrapped up the
state A race.
All will be in action when the
playoffs begin T'riday- across
the state.
Trinity, with a 10-1 record,
Mel Purcell has won again in the Scandinavian was the unanimous choice of
Airlines Stockholm Junior Open.
the pollsters, who placed
Playing today in the -qtfafterfinals -against Bishop David second in the
Nlicbael Mortensen of Denmark, Purcell hardly final rankings of the season..
Doss finished third, followed
had time to work up a sweat. .
by Southern and rairdale.
Mortensen, the number one junior player in
Henderson County, also 10-1,
Denmark,•fell 6-3 in the first set. Then in the collected all first place votes
second set, Purcell obliterated Mortensen 6-0 for- in the state 4-A, with Bowling
Green holding a firm grip on
the win.
the second slot. Lexington
The match took only 40 minutes to play at
Tates Creek was third, the
Stockholm's Royal Tennis C11h;1ite-tiine1tidtiOr same pa last Weetr-Gr
eenup
facility where the Stockholm Open is being County moved up one notch to
fourth and Lexington Henry
played this week.
Purcell, who is seeded third in the tournament. Clay occupied the fifth
position.
will go against TOm Henriksen of Sweden in the
Franklin-Simpson, at 10-1,
semifinals Firday. Henricksen, seeded fifth knocked
out . last week's
amongh-Swediih juniors, upset sfld
d'Tmi'-4Ce4ec,Dandlie,WhiCh fell to
Hjertquist, the reigning Swedish champion. 6-3 fourth in the state 3-A. Russell
moved up from third to
and 8-2
•
ff
Purcell, who has practiced several tiMes'this second; Montgomery took
over Russell's old spot, and
. .
week against Henriksen, said "I'm caught up on Ft. Thomas Highlands
was
my sleep now and I'm ready for him." —
placed fifth.
Mayfield, now 9-1, ousted
Bardstown from the top rung
in State 2-A but Bardstown
had enough votes to drop no
lower than second. Corbin
remained
third
while
Somerset, ranked fourth last
week, changed places with
Murray State University's ROTC Department has initiated Middlesboro.
its first "Run over the HiLltoppers.."_ ROTC students and
Harrodsburg, riding the
faculty irill run from Roy Stewart Stddiurii,Tri Murray, to L. crest of a 10-0 mark, held off a
T. Smith Stadium, in Bowling Green, carrying the ball to be challenge from Paintsville to
used in the Murray-Western football game on November 19.
remain anchored at the top in
Approximately 30 runners will carry the ball over the 130- State A. Nicholas County and
mile distance. Wendell Shelton, a senior and 4-year ROTC Bellevue,rated No. 3 and No. 4
scholarstlip cadet from Paducah, proposed the run to LTC last week, remained there as
Randell G. Routt, Chairman of Murray State's Military Campbellsville
evicted
Science Department.
Tompkinsville from the fifth
-Shelton, a Paducah Tilghman High School teammate of spot.
Racer defensive back Eddie McFarland,stated that he hopes
Among the 40 teems going
the run will help inspire the Racers to beat Western at into the playoffs, four are
Bowling Green.
class champions from last
The runners will depart Murray on Friday, Nov. 18, and year: 'Trinity, Henderson
will travel Highway 68-80 through Cadiz, Hopkinsville, County, Corbin and Ft.
Russellville, and on to Bowling Green in time for the-garne, Campbell. Only Erlanger
scheduled to begin at 1:00 p. m.,on Saturday, Nov,IT
_ Lloyd, the 1976 AAA king,
University officials, Athletic Director Cal Luther, Coach failed to make it.
Bill Furgerson, Big M. Club President Dick Stout, and
Of the 16 first-round playoff
Thoroughbred Club President George Oakley will be on hand games out in the state, 14 are
to-start the run.
scheduled Friday night and
two on Saturday.

Mayfield Ends
Up Top Team
In 2-A Poll

Purcell Advances To
Semifinals In Sweden

Celtics Have Lost Eight Of
Nine Games, In Tie For Last

(MURRAY 1.1r.D4;LR Vo TIMES)

l'ORTS

By ALEX SACHARE
bined for 15 points in the game with them. We wanted
AP Sports Writer
second half.
_ to slow down the tempo, but
"If any of you guys don't
Will.pughby„ playing only his just could not manage it.
feel like playing, you can pack fourth game of the season, hit
Pistons 127, Rockets 107
your bags and get the hell three baskets in the last three
Chris Ford, who lost his
out."
minutes of the third quarter as starting job to Ralph Simpson,
That was the gist of _the the Braves went on a 12-6 ending a- string of 152 conmessage delivered by Boston •spurt to go in front. Then secutive starts for the Detroit
Celtics president and General McDaniels, a backup center guard, came off the
,ty.faliff CLARk
,
bench to
-Manager Red Auerbach tolds— averaging -14 minutes a game *gore six points and spark
Associated Press Writer
a
club in a closed-door meeting and shooting 22 per cent, second period burst that
STOCKHOLM (AP) — Mel Purcell hopes that some day
following Boston's 129-114 loss scored five Straight points at carried the Pistons from a 35soon he'll get his ears pinned beckon a tennis court.
•to the San Antonio Spurs the start of the fourth quarter 32 deficit to a 51-43 lead.
That hasn't happened often to the Murray, Ky., native who
The
Wednesday night, according and sank all three of his shots. Rockets never caught up.
is seeded third in the junior division of the Stockholm Open
to one of the players who sat
tennis tournament here this week. But Purcell says that a
Billy Knight led Buffalo witk. ."The pay is the same forme
through the tongue-lashing. 30 points, 23 of them in the first whether or not I start," said
few lickings at the hands of more experienced rivals will help
to point out the weaknesses in his-game and speed his move
half. Forward John Shumate Ford.
The loss, the Celtics' eighth
into the pro ranks.
added 26 and held former
Nuggets 115, Jazz 112
in nine starts, ties them with
Brave Bob McAdoo to 18
"After I finish school this year he's a freshman at Memphis
Denver outscored New
New Jersey for the worst
State, I want to go to California and get wiped out, so I can
points for the Knicks.
Orleans 19-5 midway through
record in the National
learn," he said."I want to get myself whipped a few times."
76ers
130,
the
Nets
fourth quarter to open a 15107
Basketball Association.
The problem nowadays, simply put, is that Purcell, one of
Philadelphia
remained point lead and then held off a
Coach Tommy Heinsohn,
the top junior players in America,is already better than most
who huddled with Auerbach unbeaten under new Coach late surge by the Jazz. David
of the players he faces in collegiate torripetition.
- - after the game, is ready to Billy Cunningham, winning its Thompson scored 31 points
So, it's off to CaliformaLltffere he
third in a row was Julius and Dan Issel a season-high 26
to taste the
shake things up_
defeats/hat May Otti-atiy mean a stririg intlessionatpayErving scored 19 pointa-iiii41---bir the Nuggets.- Truck:.
Darryl Dawkins 16. The Nets'- Rainson topped New Orleans
"I think you are going to see
"What use is a good record if you don't play an.yone" PurGeorge Johnson led all scorers with 24, but NBA scoring king 7 some surprises." Heinsohn
cell asks. "If you want to surf, you go to the beach. If you
with 20 points, but 14 of them-Pete Maravich was limited to-- ,'We've got to start
want to play top flight tennis, you go to California.
were
in ttie• first quarter. - - 10,
-"
--making— some
major
Purcell, 18, is the only American entered in the junior field
The Sixers took the lead for
Warriors 132, Pacers 129
changes."
of the Stockholm event. He thinks he can win the title "if I
good midway through the
Rick Barry scored 39 of his
One move could involve
just play swell. I've never seen them, but they've never seen
more playing time for top second period and built it to as 45 points in the second half for
me,either" --•
draft choice Cornbread .much_ 27 _p9itits in the fourth the Warriors, who snapped a
The Stockholm event-is-being playedindocirs at the Royal
three-One losing streak. He
Maxwell at forward, where
Tennis Hall over a plastic-type surface, which Purcell said
"Philad
elphia
had four points in the final 1:30
was
Curtis Rowe and Sidney Wicks
reacts similarly to America's clay courts. Hut that ts.about
awesome," said Nets Coach to seal the victory and offset a
have.been inconsistent.
'<hit that is familiar to Purcell this week.
Kevin Loughent"We did ,not 36-point effort by Indiana's
But according to Celtics want to get into a running Adrian Dantley.
"They asked me if I wanted to go to Sweden and they didn't
center Dave Cowens, it's all a
have to ask twice," Purcell said with a laugh. "But it's been
matter of intensity.
Ii
tough, with the time change and the different foods. I couldn't
''We've got to start going on
leave any earlier than last Saturday because we had a dual
a suicide mission," he said.
meet."
"We've got to get mad,start__ '
The radical changes in diet and sleewhicrne didn't affect
intimidating and playing
Savings and loan
his play in Wednesday's opening round, in which he rolled to
harder. It was just ema 6-2, 6-1 win over Holland's top junior player,
Frank JanIs Now
barrassing to be out on the
ssen.!i
court tonight."
'I love it here," said Purcell. "Lire been to Europe twice
beforeto Belgium and Germany, but I've never been to ,6
Bravek.124, Knicks 113
(Sweden before. Everybody here is reitireat. And the girls
Fo7 iness At
Buffalo erased a five-point....
are gr:eat. I'll definitely be back again."
halftime_ deficity behind .
--- •
_If he gets the beatings he's.looking for in Californiabe -reserves pui Willoughby and .
might return to Stockholm as a pro.
Jim 'AlcDaniels, who corn-

Purcell Says He Needs
Some More Competition

J.-

•.

SECURTIY FEDERAL

OPEN

1300 Johnson, Murray 759-1134

the new Burger

ROTC Department Will
Run Game Ball To WKU

and go
Bar

•t,

dad:

Start %kith Cl'Isr
fresh letruie. cabbage
and carrots

Ladle on chunky
Biel;
'

7

Or crcvr

French.

Or tangy Italian

Or debt-Jou.
Thou,andi,land

Spiinkle oh bacon:
v hits

Tor ott %kith crun.chv
ifoutori,

re's how legetonefree:
C--711i

17,
71

L

ALOHA

GOOD FOR ONE FREE SALAD
AT THE NEW BURGER CHEFSALAD BAR. -

rt7(7,47-

PONTOON BOAT

Others to choose from including, used

One coupon per ternily Void where prohibited, taxed or restiicted by law
Local and state tam payable by payer Elipirat;bn dere December AO. 1977

28' Flote-Bote Stern

1304 West Main St., Murray

Drive...Buy now and save a hunch.

rat.S1
Don McClure

this cotipon

vhen you htiv a Super Snet-(11)or Dig c•I
Nlet
and any drink at participating Burger Chefs.
This coupon- is goad only al partretpatirig Burger Chef restaelifeilst below

just present
_ Late Trade-in - extra, extra nice, 24' with full furniture, equipped
with 1976 50 HP Mercury. All new in 1976, like new now. Not a
Flote-Bote by a country mile but a nice used boat.

L

ilV7:;1

\X

Urayson McClure'

Happy Holiday
- Travel, Inc.
Take 94 t-a-sefiof of Murray for 2 millet. Turn right on 280 Follow 280
for 7 Ales past Bonner's
Grocery. Take blacktop into PoRprama to first stop sign, turn right then left and you have arrived.
Tele. 436-5483.

t

OPEN ME AlIERKA

•r
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SALT LAKE CITY AP) — like to take home and have as
-Brigham Young quarterbeek- - your--own son," said BYU
Marc Wilson is so much like Coach LaVell Edwards
his injured predecessor
-.. —
But there are differences
Gifford Nielsen that listing
differences between them between Nielsen, a senior
from Provo, Utah, and Wilson,
amounts_ to brsplitting..
Both have started four a sophomore from Seattle,
games this season for 13th- Wash. A paragon of accuracy,
ranked BYU. Both are 6-foot-5 Nielsen threw only three inand 195, adept at other sports, terceptions this year. Wilson
devout Mormons, married to has disheclup 12, six in a long
former cheerleaders, good afternoon agaBist Wyoming.
"Marc is a little quicker and
students and want to play pro
.stronger than Gifford," Edfootball.
Statistically it's more of the wards said. "I think Marc has
same. Before he was lost for a little stronger .arm, but
the season with 'a knee injury, obviously he doesn't have the
Nielsen led the nation in experience Gifford has."
passing, completing 98 of 156
Edwaldi'Said Wilson is the
passes for 1.167 yards .and 16 softer-spoken of the two. "He
touchdowns.
has worked on his confidence'
Wilson has hit 92 of 155 and leadership, and probably
passes for, 1,515 yards and 17 has had to work on them more
touchdowns.
than Gifford, who seems to
Last week against Utah, have , them
as innate
Wilson passed for five touch- qualities."
downs and a National
Wilson agrees.
Collegiate Athletic
"Itn a year or so, maybe I
Association single-game can develop the ability to think
record of 571 yards.
on the field like Gifford did.
That earned him The That is his great strength. I
Associated Press Back of the can't imagine anyone reading
Week honors for the second defenses better than him,"
time this season. The first was Wilson said.
in his initial start when he
threw seven touchdown passes
Wilson will face his stiffest
against Colorado State. test Saturday against No. 17
Nielsen won the honor once. Arizona State. Momentarily
They are the kind of.kids, shedding his reserve, he said:
the old cliche goes, you would "I think we'll win."

Calloway Football Program
-More People Involved

Needs

By MIKE BRANDON
Though it. was aT highly successful first-year program,
Ledger & Times Sports Editor •
there is no promise things will' be better. Because just like in
business, you have to spend money to make money and the
Two years from now, people will be sitting over coffee on
Monday morning and discussibg three football gamaill.-.„_sameholdstruelorlootbal)tillent•
Much more equipment is needed.
stead of two..
Every young man who played football at CCHS this season
Calloway County High School has one more year to prepare
had to spend about fifty dollars out of his own pocket to pay
itself On the jayvee level before beginning its varsity season
for his shoes, insurance and all of his white goods.
in the fall of 1979.
And if-things go as Quiland hopes they will go next fall....
Already, there have been hints as to_liMe successful foot•
there are going to be a lot more young men out for football.
ballinthécountysystem is going to be: "As far as the freshman team for next year, we're going to
— Before the season began, hardly anyone would have
get the top 15 or so players from each of our three elementary
thought either the Laker freshman or jayvee team would acschools," Outland said.
tually win a game. Afterall, you don't hold a kid out of math
-We'll do the same as we did this year as far as the
for eight years then stick him in algebra when he hets in high
schedule goes. We'll have nine freshman games and eight
school. It's the same principle,
jayvee games. I already have a varsity game for 1979 set
— But, under the leadership of Coach Stan Outland and his
with Martin Westview and about February, I expect to put in
dedicted staff, the Lakers won a total of five games, three
some more work on the schedule.
on the froth level and two on the jayvee level.
We will utilize the same facility for next year and.we hope.
— Had it not been for some key injuries, the freshman
team might well ha_ve won five _or_eyen six gapes and the .to have a 400-meter.asphalt track around our field. We don't
have.rnank
jayvee team-could have probably picked up a couple otrdore - have ptans fora'new stadium As iuChIiit
-more-bleachers installed when we start our varsity program. _
-• • •. .
- .
• ..
"The one thing we really peed is a weight station. They run
It all began 18st January as a ho-pi.-Tbere waano coach, no
football field,. nothing. Outland was hired as a homebound
about $4,200 and in order to have a good off-season welght
program, a school certainly needs to have one of them,"
teacher with a promise that if funds could be secured to start
Outland added.
a program ,at the high school, he would be head coach.
Outland said another goal is to have a fulltime freshman
Through community action and a lot of hard work, the
coach. Since Outland was coaching both teams this year, it ,
program began.
- ,

Ducks Unlimited.
Banquet Date Set
The Ducks Unlimited
Banquet is set for November
17.
The annual affair will be
held at 6:30 p. m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Tickets are available from
Tom Rushing at the Bank of
Murray and from Bobby
Grogan at Federal Savings
antt-tolln.
Unlimited
All - Ducks
members and all other persons interested are 'urged to
attend the meeting.

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For,. homeowner, apartment -dweller. mobile home
dWeller, small oriarge businessman, msver, anybody
'with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays ( any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights,insurapce.

753-4758
WM!
ofi .rwter
ia
j

•^

ti LI Fit ism
ra
641 North, Center Drive
Neer 'parkins Faiscele House, behind Carl Howard Used Can.
U-STORE IT
U-LOCK IT
U-KEEP THE KEY

simply meant when the frosh played on Thursdays the
jayvees lost a day of practice and that made a lot of difference because the jayvees had to play on Monday.
"We'd like to double the total we wound up with this year.
1Ve tOinTuries and people quitting, We WOund uwiThibOüU
35 people in the program. We hope to have 45 out for the freshman team and about 40 or so for the jayvee team-.
"Our sophomore class was,slimly represented this year
and we're going to have.-to get more of them out for the
jayvee team next year. We'll have a few seniors who will be
allowed to play jayvee ball next year.
"I'm pleased with my staff and the job we did but not
satisfied. I felt we were competitive but I also felt we lost
some games we should have won. I want to win them all,"
Outland added.
Outland had some fine talent on his freshman team this
season and when they begin their varsity play, they will be
juniors. Therefore, unless more of this year's sophomore
class comes out for football next year, there will be very feW
seniors Qfi the Lakers'first varsity team.
Outland said-twitgoing to try and startsome somptsonclaiming program this winter tor his players-who are riotInvolved in basketball._
"We hope to gnat it pretty hard. Yrn hoping to have the
kids working at leastthree days a week,"Outland added.
Anyone who has not played football at CCHS and is thinking
about going out next season should notify Outland.
The county'school system is growing. Overall enrollment is
up by about 100 students and at CCHS,the enrollment is 936,_
• If the system keeps growing, and the interest in football-grows,the future appears to be extremely bright.
TOMORROW: A look at the feeder system, the three county schools and what they will be giving the frosh program
next year at CCHS.

Dear Murray
Voters
Thank-You for your vote of confidence in_the Nov 8 election I
will continue to serve you to the
-- bort of my abilityC.C. Lowrype

Bowling Standings
Publishing Policy
FIRST ACE — Mary Bogard of Murray scored her that hole-in-one of her five-year golfing
career November 2 at the Oaks Country. Club. Her ace come on the par-three, 130-yard eighth
hole Playing in the foursome were Polly Seale, Berry Sheppard, Burlene Brewer and Mrs.
Bogard.

Rangers Finally Beat Sabres,
Stars Win On Black Hawk Ice

The , Murray 1.edger &
Times is pleased to run
bowling standings as service
to its readers.
However, there have been a
few problems lately.
Some of the leagues have
been sending tin" their See*.
dings only a day or so before
they bowl again. We need to
get the standings lathe mail at
least three days before the
to bowl
league is scheduled
.
,
again.
Also, some of the leagues
have been sending in two sets
of standings at once and that
simply makes for old news.
From henceforth, we will
not accept two sets of standings, unless of course, the
league bowls two times in one
week because of makeups.
Also, 14 e will no longer accept
standings which are handl
written.

bdookf
br C C Lowry
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5e.t
EV* vAhurogr.21%
Bob
by
scores
unassisted
and
Phil
But
span.
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD 1974, a 12-game
Esposito's two goals and two MacMillan and Dick Redmond
AP Sports Writer
Every dog has its day, goes assists paced the Rangers to offset a three-goal permonth
On Any 20 Exposure
5'x10'
the old saying, and the baring an 8-4 victory over the Sabres formance by Vancouver
game
a
in
,Gillis
Jere
rookie
Of VFLIA'ILOR PRINTED
point
career
and
his
boosted
could be heard all over the
month
5'x16'
e.i.wii OVE ROLL PER LOUP0h
National Hockey League total to 1-354, second only to marred by 14 penalties by
each team. Mike Walton
Gordie Howe.
Wednesday night.
month
8'x10'
A case in point is the New Another surprise say/ added two goals for the
1=1:2122=1.404'0
seven
lost
have
who
Canucks,
invate
4-8-1,
only
Minnesota,
the
in
York
last
°°
40
Rangers,
$
month
10'x16'
vAntesit.0.:loam kk: .304,
ci •
Patrtck Dtvision, who hadn't Chicago, where the Black - straight.
Capitals 1, Red Wings 1
beaten Buffalo since Dec. 27, Hawks lead the Smythe
Gerry Meehan scored a
Division with a 5-2-6 mark,
power-play goal at 14:32 of the
—and leave with a 2-2 tie.
period to offset
second
night
the
Vancouver started
with a 3-7-1 record, which Detroit's goal by Greg Joly at
74 kb* t ROM A•V SUL/COIL LOLOR lfEt
certainly qualifies it for the 17:12 of the opening stanza.
,
441V.• //NUJ EJLARGMEN, T1 PER COUPP:V BIG 41+
.
was
The
deadlock
lower echelon of the NRL, but
4/10
1M:C,;„SI
17/6
first point in
Washington's
been
hage
Blues
Louis
St.
the
Equity is the difference between how
Large loans fin.
eowners. —
even worse, with one victory three games, although the
V.a. a:* • leri.deaviCh • AV AIM' 3e.:‘0,0
much your home is worth, and what you
13 games. . . make that two Caps are winless in their last
in
Months
Monthly
Of
Total
APR,
owe on it.
Payment
Mnatteed
To Pay
Paymenta
in 14 after St. Lour. 8-6 seven outings.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
There will be a special block
Penguins 5, Barons 3
triumph over the Canucks.
back a really big loan. For whatever you
$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 '17.80%
tickets for Racer fans who
of
Gene Carr and Pierre
Washington, whose six
have in.mind.
plan to attend the Murray
goals
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
,,,po,ipts is tied with St. Louis for Larouche scored two
xe,rst St SI 1141
Real estate values are up,up,up.
NO 16 EXPOSLRE
State-Western Kentucky
the fewest in the league; was each as Pittsburgh snapped n football game next Sar- ary
era.10,11<orlev
See.,
So the house you bought just a few
$5,600 Ii124.41. 60
'Ira!, Thai I ;supnli
7,464.60 12.74%
Carr,
streak.
not to be denied on the "Night five-game losing
at Bowling Green.
years ago probably would sell for a lot
Angeles
Los
the
from
BIG
obtained
tied
Capitals
the
of
The
Woof,"
$7,600 $16941 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
121119 Jay-7: 4110
The tickets are four dollars
:
-1V&
f77
more than you paid.
Kings just a week ago, opened
Red
Detroit
1-1
the
with
available
apiece and will be
Which means your equity is bigger. '
•Aanual Psromtaesilate
WM:
31=311!=n1
the scoring five minutes into
Wings, 5-4-3.
And the bigger your equity, the owe-only to Big M Club members
4-0
quick
a
sparking
game,
the
In a mild upset, Pittsburg
you can borrl)w in a large real-estate loan.
Any 12
and Racer football donors.
751
o%
with 9 points whipped lead for the Penguins.
Right here. Right now.
For more - information,
0
Flames
4,
Leafs
Maple
Cleveland with 11 points, 5-3 to
Maybe the money you're looking for
contact MSU athletic director
Toronto goal tender Mike
In Bel-Air Center. Murray
break a fi've-game laing
is already in the house.
Cal Luther at 762-6184.
•
Palrnateer turned back 34
Phone 753-5573
streak for the Penguins.
the
out
shut
Charles Morcvssen Mgr
The only game of the night Atlanta shots to
HOCKEY
where form was followed saw -Flames at home for the first
— Seven specATLANTA
its "A BIG
1976.
16,
Jan.
since
time
t77
Toronto blank Atlanta 4-0.
Of AMERICA
alEDI
1
0
MMFT .
minor injuries
suffered
tators
the
opened
Salrning
Borje
they
thought
"The
Hawks
Mew Kot yourloan
when a light bulb fell from the
were going to blow us off the .scoring for the Maple •Leafs ceiling
- Up to S7500.
at the Mini during a
rink in the early going," said with the Flames shorthanded, National Hockey I.eague
Bel-Air Shopping Center
such
38
in
time
third
the
only
Minnesota Coach Ted Harris.
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
game between the Atlanta
"They tried to intimidate us situations that Atlanta had Flames and the Toronto
1-6 Sun.
throughout the first period, surrendered a power-play Maple Leafs. ,
but my guys refused to give in goal.
and made them look like they
didn't know what they were
doing. As far as I'm concerned
a tie on the road is just like a
.
Win."
Rangers 8, Sabres 4
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE 108 E 12T11 ST., BENTON
Esposito scored twice in a
five-goal second period that
blitzed the Sabres. Noting that
Howe, had collected 455 more
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
points. Esposito was modest
about his performance to take
over second place.
- -There's no way I'll catch
Howe unless someone says
they'll give me 800,000 dollars
for 8,000 goals. Then I'll play
until I'm 90 years old," he
said.
Blues 8, Canucks 6
. Claude Larose's two goaLt....

The equity in your house
is like money in your pocket

•

Block Tickets
Available For
Western Game

COLOR
ROLL

BIG (1+

q76

°F,
5x7COLOR,

Enlargcmcnt byc
Slide &Movie ot
Processing 4)

1.39

4c*

Exposure
Film

$1 gy-

41:,

•r

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Now Has A LocalNumber
The Number To Call

753a-6434
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UNDERSTANDING

1 1%1"
COW3'1

r‘,4N T AL I-1 F.&LT!-.-1
from the A1c2hol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
ITS Department of Health. Education: and Welfare
Zaite E: Good 7- --T.T3rrife
"

—
A child is often as limited
by .his environment As NY his
,'inheritstf potential:'-according
to a •grossing body of research

• Indeed. the-e.nvironment can
be "aii_agem sfirreversihte
enh-Tince
and enrich a chkld's. potential
ileveloppcni."iii tht view 0.1_,
err Stanle'y Greenspan, Chief
of the Nat:onal Institutc of
Mental ili.talth's communit',.
research arm. the Mental
Health Study Center at Adelphi. NI a rrland 1 beret ore, he
says. "It ,lav care centers or
other early child care settings
- are going to be used: they
• Foist be thoughtfully and
• skillfully organi/ed to help in
- the emotional development of
children."
. The study of children in, the
earliest years of life has been
• a
.a.,

"Incoc3041 Aillak•eirric4Bilt

tier in mental health. What .
beeit
the potentially damaging efreefs of early separation from Parents, changes in early
mothering figures, and the
lack of consistEnt and early
-- Mimi-station: Sivrne feel-thattite
mother-child relationship, basit 'iv,.vptrnial 6r
place only at home with a senBtjt
lost!4. mother
.
many-families feel this is not
...possible and seek alternatives,
"1 snidest that, theAmality,
of care that is to be provided.
when day care is needed, is
most relevant." Dr Greenspan
declares "If separation musttakc place—perhaps through
the death of the mother, perhaps because a home is broken
sir chaotic-- then we must do
411 that vie can to set up
growth-facilitating day care
care enor other early

_
.—

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 7514681

Open Honse Set
At Child Studies
An open house program has
bee planned .by the Department of Child Studies at
Murray-State -University--.fer•
Thursday, Nov. 17, from 3:30
to 5 p.m.
Programs offered and being
conducted in the Head Start
programs, the multi-age
classroom, the parents,
cooperative program and the
two Kindergarten classes will
be expleizted and demonstrated.
.
"This Is an esrellent opportunity for the people of
Murray and West Kentucky as
well as students, faculty and
staff at the university to learn
first-hand
about . these
programs," said br. Charles
- May, the department chairman.
In the Head Start program,
Mrs. Sandra May is the
director, while Mrs, Judy
Whitten works with the fivePe
_YeA.L-014L_Mr§,
workaisittirtiwTlime - Srt
program, while Dr. Stephen
Shechtman is the teacher in
the multi-GE PROGRAM.
Mrs. .Bare }tussling is in
charge of the parents'
cooperative program, tvhile
the4wo1..OckeFlg,.r.ten- teachers
are Miss Venda Gihion and
Mrs. Betty Gore.

12 oz

Order Now For
Thanksgiving

69'

CAKE
MIX

PEACHES

29 or

Turkey

Pit Baked Ham

49'

Capons
1
,

Del Monte Cit

TOMATO
CATSUP

Shoulder
M.

Turkey.Breast

-(

isl oo
GREEN
3/
BEANS
•••••
•

MEAL

•• TISSUE .•

Rainfall Sets
Record Across
'Valley Region
• - Rainfall across- the—Tah--nessee Valley region in October averaged V 5.2 inches,
Making this fall season so far
the wettest on record, according to TVA rainfallrecords which date back to
1890:
The October rainfall was
more than 2/
2 inches above
1
normal. The combined September-October rainfall total
was more than 13 inches; the
reginn normally.._reepiyesianly
abtint
of
durIng
these two months.
The high spot reported to
TVA during October was 10.9
inches at Big Stone Gap, •
Virginia, about 25 miles northwest of Kingsport, Tennessee.
The low sPn1 was inCtles
at- '
Kentucky. bani in West
Kentucky.'"
- _6-

C's'

•

•

Byathroom

A&
me
•

Hyde Park

mir

ir•

Libby

•

•

d Park

•

•

••
.•

5 lb

19

Pari e
de.
.
1y
.
s
4.
0
•
Decorator

1

2
2
2

TOMATO %
•
:
.
•• JUICE •
• TOWELS
•
..
•
c•

CORN

690-:••
39
4/1
•
• 9" • .
• •ilo,
• •
• .00...

4 roll pkg.

.•

Da/e
In Syrup 20 oz

Lg. roll

411

•
, 46 oz
An
v•
e0110

Colonial•

CRISCO
••
•
•••a!y
•
55'
• .•
SUGAR..
•
44
OLEO
4)
100
Ci ANGEL FOOD
PUMPKIN
`bi,
biti70Kz 3
1
1.3/69
:
•
CAKE MIX
3/$1:
PINEAPPLE

Blue Bonnet

•

Powdered

'Iv
•

$1 59

3 Lb

II

0

Duncan Hines

:

1 lb
•

a 12 50 add

on1
•/12.50

di

"18 •
nclodott:1

d-y.0
*oile

•
Grdot

TIDE

•

l
perabase
tob
1110._
0
wzgri

W.

•••••
Tropicana

ORANGE
JUICE
PRODUCE SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK

Libby
Deep Brown I 7 or

A isi 00
4/

PORK &
BEANS,

2

gal

99

100 Size

COUPON
50c OFF 2 Lb.
Folgers Coffee

TANGELO'S

MtilviiibbMS '

.,,,,,,,,,

lye_

dz

8 or box

Golden

19,

Ripe

No 2138
11 10 77 11 16 77

GESTANDARD OVEN
30-INCH RANGE

oz

14

_

BONUS SPECIAL
BOTH WITH '25.00 ORDER

VALUES

19

Martha White
P/ S R

17 0z

ices have "an obligation to be
sure that the services offered
match the , needs of the child
•- and his family."

32 oz

v Ducks

1/ Smoked Turkey

FLORIDA

BANANAS

OWEN FOOD MARKET
1

ir

id

F ekEEN
o

CABBAGE lb

15c

BEI

,

kb
)1

GRAPES

lb

4

POTATO,ES
S
9c

ic

lb

Features include: large
capacity oven; infinite
heat surface unit controls;
tilt-iocis.Calrod surface
units; removable oven

OWEN'S HAS THE BEST MEATS IN TOWN

door; large storage
drawer.
MODEL JBS02

9995T

DELI SPECIALS

Arm 01,
A rroJ 7 7

lb$159

SIRLOIN
T-BONE

DELUXE
30"RANGE

$119
i

lb

STEAK

features: clock, automatic
oven timer, reminder timer;
removable oven door with
window; and oven,interior
light.

$139
lb

I

Deli Roast Beef

lb

Pit B.B.O. Beef

lb

5269

CHICKEN

onc

89'

PORK

STIAK

lb

BBOSTON

$139 B.B.O. Baked Ham
b

BUTT

MURRAY APPLIANCE
TOUR CZNERAL ELECTRIC DEALER MINIM
NOWIND COT .1.41JONIII SINUOUS OWIIII1S

I lb

BEEF

* •
3 5 lb pkg

FIUME 153-1546

65'

BOLOGNA

-CHUCK

c
lb99
4 IMMIWAPIZ'it

fir

Eincje

Pure

GROUND

5298
lb

I

Pit Baked Ham
Oven Baked
Turkey Breast
Eckrich Hard Salami
We do Custom •Birle-Cuing
or

NOW1599?

'
'29

Lpor

Purnell Pride

BREAST

MODEL JBS16

PORK

CUTLETS

STEAK

Step up to this model that

212 EAST MAIN ST.

9

18 or

Hyde F'ark
HycM Pork
or Si

or.provide chills'Arg
Greenspan gives"Wilr.,
orgaiiized.settings, welt-trained ,
staff and adequate services areonly 4 few of the needed ingredients for a good day care
program:- he states, and the
child psychiatrist, consultant

NOW $1

8-7 Men.-Thars.
8-8 Fri.-Sat.

Betty Crocker

SWEET
GHERKINS

Great
Range

)64

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

0-Pork
0
4

s t rottnynv
speakmgoLthe

11,2A

_

We Reserve The Right To limit Quaofities

Specials Good
oy. 10th thru Nov...16th

89'

W6°10

$198

1 t,

929
$259
lb

25'

BLI
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+HOSPITAL NEWS

11-3-77
Adults 116
• pi'
Nursery 4
11. .ity' )
1118
/ 1. t ;
• ••
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
10-31-77
Casey D. McGinnis, Rt. 1, Ta., Mrs. Janice A. Resig and
Baby Boy Carter Vanessa),
•
.
4
,
Adults 127
Well; Eat, 333 W. Farthing, Mayfield,
Murray, Kenagth_&_Arm- Baby Girl,
,----------...t -1.-------.-7Nursery 9
strong, 1602 Catalina, Murray, Murray, Mrs. Brenda K. Baby Boy Covahey (Evelyn ),
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
James H. Ward, 406 N. 12th, Howell, 613 E. 12th, Benton, Rt. I, Almo.
•• *owe'
Baby
Girl
Williams Murray, Ws. Evelyn R. Mrs Linda K. Stalls, 603 Vine,
DISMISSALS
(Pamela),• Rt. 5, Murray. Taylor, Rt. 4, Fulton, Dennis Murray, Mrs. Elvie 0. Baker,
and
,Mrs. Betty C. Rogers
Baby Girl Rogers (Betty),411 --Daniel, Gen. Del., Murray, Rt.6, Paris, Tn.,..Mrs Katie N. Baby Girl, 44-IV-Pryor,
Parker, Ftt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Mayfield, Steven W. Hignite,
Pryar, Paris, TR..,'Baby Girl Mrs.Evelyn R.
McCuan (Cathy), Rt. 1, Taylor, Rt. 4, Fulton, Dennis Clyclie E. Childress, 204 S. 9th, Rt. 5, Murray, Shai. Pamela S.
Farmington.
,
Daniel, Gen. Del. Murray, Murray, Mrs. Ruby P. - Williams and Baby Girl, Rt. 5,
DISMISSALS
Cannon Gordon, (expired), Madden, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs Murray, Paul D. Anderson,
Treva Jones, 217 S. 13th, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. Kathryne
Mrs. Rebecca R. Henson, Rt. 6, Murray.
Murray,Everett W. Hood, Jr., E. Berger, D-5 Fox Meadows
McClain's Tr. Ct., Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Barbara J. Darnall and 11-1-77
Bx. 251, Benton, Mrs. Theresa Murray,
Juanita
Mrs.
P. Bryan, P.O. Bx. 207, Barrow, Rt. 5, Murray, James
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton, Adults 120
Clarence N: Eldridge, Rt. 8, Nursery 5
Puryear, Tn., Terry. W. C. Call, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn.,
Murray, Miss Bonita K. Lane,
Melton, Rt. 3, South Fulton, Floyd- Flippo, Rt..1, Puryear,
No Newborn Admissions
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Evelyn M.
Mrs. Josephine Clements, Tn., Mrs. Janice M. Mathenia,
DISMISSALS
-Cox, 1002 College Terrace,
Christopher M. Edwards, Almo, Mrs. Patricia A. Pat- 402 College-St., Paris, Tn.,
Murray, Mrs. Arlene Story, 524 Broad, Murray, Mrs. terson, Rt. 2, Bx. 64, Puryear, Marion E. McPherson, 101
Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tn., Miss Donna A. Delk and Baby Girl, Tn., Marion B. Collins, Rt. 3, Spruce, Murray, L. E.
Shawanda W. Webb, 807 Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Somsri Paris, Tn., Mrs. Jemima Outland, Rt. 1, Murray, Jeff
Caldonia, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Fanner and Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Wilson, Rt. 4, Murray, Wiley Recker, 65 Bee Creek Dr.,
Jacqueline Cunningham, 4 Bx. 198, Sedalia, Miss Yvonne P. Outland, Rt. 8 Bx. 650, Murray, Billy E. Rollins, 1114
Scenic. Valley Dr., Hamlin, Robinson, 500 Draper, Paris, Murray, Eugene P. Forrester, Poplar,
Mrs.
Murray,
Rt. 1, Union City, Tn., Mrs Rebecca A. Andrus, Rt. 2,
Minnie L. Bucy, 619 Ellis, Cadiz, Mrs. Peggy L. Futrell,
Crossword Puzzler
Murray, Mrs. Bertha L. Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Catherine
Answer to Wednesday Puzzle
4 Pack away
ACROSS •
Peoples ( expired), Rt. 1„ E. Hughes, 213 S. 15th.,
HORSEBACK RIDING is a familv affair for Mike and
5f3
Su spopIates umg
we's s
Soviet newl, 6
Sedalia.
• Carolyn Manning and their three children. They,. are
e r
Murray, Clifford C. -Houser,
agency
WI
MI
pumi
ISOM
5 Go.s
....._10
7 Cor
ntoass-'"
members of the Wranglers Riding Club and
Rt. 3;tenton, Bon L Canter,
of them ,
- nickname - - - 114-77
807 Vine, Murray, William H.
..have won ribbons and trophies this'ray:in the upper
cfflis
9Tfandles
SPelda4
digits,
Adults 119
Kimbro, Rt. 7, Murray,
right-is the•yotmgest atthe Manning children, Amanda:
'11 Calm .
10 Blemish
13 Faroe
Nursery 5
T
Myrtle McPherson, Rt. 1, age two, riding her pony, "Bubba." In the upper left is
11
Transactions
Islands
12 Dines
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Sedalia, Mrs. Jewel H.
NW Melissa, age eleven and a student in the sixth grade at
whirlwind
15
Metal
14 Small home 18 Playing the
Conger Outland, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Girl
Baby
Southwest Calloway Elementary School, on her horse,
16 Babylonian
(Carolyn), 105 College Cts., Autumn L. Pool, 1620
boss more
R0
G Elli
"Teda Leda." In the lower left is Michael, age six and a
deity
more
and
ES•
Murray.
Catalina, Murray, Charles C.
17 Recede
student in the first grade at Southwest School, riding his
20 Discoloration
SET
19 Laments
DISMISSALS
Bartlett,
605 Sycamore,
cat.ised
by
horser"Colden Sunset."
213 Encountered
fungi (pi)
12tquander
42 Nerve
M.TonyaRt'Elkins -gild Murraf,
21 Wild plum
33 Encomium
network
23 Suffix like 22 Chemical
Murray,
5,
Boy,
Baby
Rt.
compound 34 Remunerated 45 Cry of goat
24 Evergreen 24 Blaze
35 Rip
46 Hume
Michael S. Jennings, Rt. 8,
trees
260tne
37 Cotiecttonof 40Earth
Murray, Eldridge Brandon,
-25 CityTh
Cloth
28
facts
goddess
HORSE COSMETICS
Germany
51 Note of
_Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs: Ann Hudmeasure
39 Shower
27 Trades for 31 Crown
NEW YORK (AP) Cosmet41
Fruit
cake
scale
Murray,
Rt.
3,
son,
money
Mrs' ics for horses is a thriving busi29 Music as
$ itio: Lillian F. Robertn,- VI S. ness, reports Chemical Week
,
written
13th., Murray, Eric S. Dailey,
90•
30 Young boy •
I•
12 Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. magazine; which estimates that I A
1 0 !rAlc, 1 1
31 Food
money spent annually on
•:•:':
II 1E
II
programs
Waltraud Murphy, Rt. 1, "horse cosmetics" and other
:•:•:•:
:44.
41 4
II11111
•
•• 16
_33 Mans name 13
•
Almo, Jerry D. Barrett, Rt. 1. h or s e-care _eLoducts totals .
. 35 Row
38 Crony
aUdi $10 Million.
illiiiraillillilliiiigJa
111 Murray, Mrs. Sandra J. Arm-.":.5!
(collog.)
A 7
24
22 :::::::11
strong, Rt. 3, Mayfield,' Today, the publication says,
*:•:.:
38 Pitcher
•
•
•
.....•
a
"chemical specialty products
40 Organ of
Hutchinson,
710
W.
Thomas
$4:4
26 Ill%/46 27 20
Controls
:::EMI
hearing
but
60,14: YElm, Murray, Mrs. Bertha A. not orny . clean the horse,
•• -.
!•!..°..
.
.
41 Singing
shine
coat,
nis
po
is
i
.
:43
.
Raj
1111111111;•.;•?.::;::::
".;•.;.;30
:KM
voice
Peace, Woodland Acres Rt. 4,
miry hisdandruff and
TVA will have construction components, and foundation construction of systems for
.11M, 0.0.•
__hooves,
43-ResortMill.
:
34 •e&X•; Par19.1111.:Mra- Mary "- nciY,'untangle his tail."
-Underway on major air and and site preparatIbn work are controlling runoff of rainfall
44 Paid notice sea*
1602 Park lane, Murray, Mrs. Grooming aids for horses in- water pollution control being continued for the other from coal piles and areas used
45 Operator
Marine Lance Corporal
37
kg* 38
47 Three-toed
•::*
.4.4„p,
construction
of for storage of other materials. Donald P. Frangenberg,
hid Beatrice A. Locke, 734 Nash clude such products as sham- projects arnll 12 Of its coal- units.
11
sloth
IX 41
40
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Nettie M. poo coat 'shiners, hoof -black- fired power -plants and at 4 precipitators for all four units The cumulative cost of these whose wife Cynthia is the
48 Esteem
ill•:•:•:II
50 Star in
Clark, Box 27, Hazel, Mrs. eners, hair conditioners -even nuclear power plants during is scheduled for completion in activities to date is about $10 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack •
•:•...11
.111146 :;:;:;:ill
•.: 4
it4
Draconia
Larne K. Barrow, Hazel, Mrs. eye wash.
We..
the 1978 fiscal year. These early 1979 at a cost of $37 million.
52 Flesh
Crittendon of Route 7, Box 408,
:.:.,:, 30
31
53 Wife of
LenoreE. Jones,734 Nash Dr., There are now about 8.5 mil- projects will involve a total million.
In addition, projects for Murray, recently participated
•Xti
GItraint
ill ill
Murray, Mrs. Frances o. lion horses in the United States
Hartsville Nuclear Plant; noise control are in progress in
•Vega=MEMI
investment of more thui $600
vv.
Exercise._ "Fortress
- DOWN
-Kellar; IlliAirviera
With th-e-6Nee
&PIM and ..Trotisdale -COun- at
l
ewt
11
4)-11
fr - million
WM:111W
In'the Republic of
i
mproved
tillcent
annua
ly
,
t
e
pu
lication
1 Threefold
yn lute. nc.
DLO.. by United Feat,re
- to Murray, Mrs. Obera Colson, reports.
the Philippines.
vironmental protection, the ties-Earth excavation in the
2 Diphthong
Rt. 1, Almo.
cooling tower area has been
3 Algonquian
agency said today. He is serving as a member of
Indian
Battalion Landinu Team
These installations include completed, and a cOntract for
". high-efficiency electrostatic construction of the four towers
Three Slant Nine (BLT 3-9),
• PEANUTS. was awarded this month.
precipitators for improved flY
homebased on Okinawa.
NORTH ALABAMA
ash control, equipment to help
He is one of more than 14,000
HOW COME THE ROOF
SNOW 00E5 NO-meet sulfur dioxide emission ._Bellefonte_Ngclear Pleat.
sailors and.Marines who took
15 COVERE2-wam
STICK id A WARM,
standards, and upgrading * JaCkseti - County part in the two-week exercise.
SNOW BUT HE 15N'T ?
CUDDLY E3OPL1
existing pollution control Construction of two cooling
which included 30 ships and
sy.sterns for water-discharges towers has reached 25 percent
0
Seventh Fleet aircraft, along.
3
•
POND-Land with
from coal-burning plants. Also of completion. Work includes GOLDEN
elements of the Philip-7',
°
included are cooling towers to concrete placement for the Between The Lakes' newest pine Navy and Marine Corps.
limit heated water discharges tower shells, veil, and rutin, trail tyate121the 60-mile "Fortress Lightning" was--- 0
at new nuclear power plants. dations. The towers are ex- North-South Trail-will be designed to provide training in
Most of these expanded pected to be completed in dedicated Sunday, November amphibious
landing
pollution control measures are October 1979, at a cost of $70 13, 1977.
techniques and operations
The formal dedication will ashore.
necessary to meet current million.
NANCY
YOU FORGOT ABOUT YOUR
Widows Creek Steam Plant, begin at 2 p.m. in the Central
OH,
state and Federal air and
"Fortress Lightning" was '
TOY LIGHTHOUSE WITH
BOY --Jackson County-TVA's full- Information parking lot at the under the overall direction of
water quality standards.
THE BATTERY
NOW I
In addition, TVA has scale $54 million chemical Golden Pond, Kentucky, in- Vice Admiral Robert B.
DO NT
proposed to undertake a scrubber on Unit 8 to help formation center.
Baldwin, commander of the
HAVE TC
Cottrell,. U.S:. Seventh Fleet. Rear'
Richard _ _L.._
TA K E
- program of- National 'Energy meet sulfur. dioxide emission
.
A
Demonstrations that would standards began operation supervisor of Recreation- AdmiralJames H. Morris,
BATH
include -iXperirrieritai earlier this year. Five months Services, will be the master of USN, the commander of the
facilities for new technologies of test operation have shown ceremonies for the dedication. Seventh Fleet's Amphibious:.
such as fluidized bed com- TVA researchers many The trail, which runs the Force, was the tactical':
bustion for cleaner burning of hardware problems. Recently entire length of the 170,000- .commander of the exercise:
coal, testing alternative the scrummer reached the acre public demonstration
Frangenberg joined the
methods for removing sulfur milestone of scrubbing 100 area, was-built using labor Marine Corps in June 1975;
dioxide from power plant flue percent of the flue gas sent-to employed under the Cow-.
gas, and evaluating advanced it from the boiler at roughly prehensive Employment and
BEETLE BAILEY
//
concepts for fine particulate half-load. Construction of a Training Act. Representatives
BLIT IF I LET
esST/ COOKIE!
SEE!I KNEW
scrubber of similar size op the from the CETA program will
removal.
EVERYONE'S
YOU HAVE SOME,
SOMEONE ELSE
Following is a summary of other large generating unit attend the special event.
GONE. GI VE'ME. SOM.EBODY ELSE
WOULD WANT SOME
Also, representatives of tbe
here will begin in 1978. Work is
progress on Current TVA
WILL WANT SOME
SOME MORE
Campers and Hikers
National
continuing
precipitators
on
for
ICE CREAM!
construction of environmental
the 6 smaller units at this Association, the Scouts, the
control projects.
of these National and State directors of
plant. Four
_EASTTENNESSEE_
Bull Run Steam Plant, predipitators have been the Vocational-IndiistriarClifbAnderson. County- placed in service and the of America, the Kentucky
remaining 2 are scheduled for Trails Coordinator, and TVA
Construction is 90 percent
service by March 1978. Total officials will attend. '
complete on new, larger
The public is invited to 1 Have you recently,checkelectrostatic .precipitator for cost of this work is $80 million.
ed all the electrical cords
attend.
WEST KENTUCKY
better fly ash control. Final
on lamps and appliances
Paradise
Plant,
Steam
.activities include component
in your house to see if
Muhlenberg County-Grading
chec-kout, wiring, _ insulation
ILONDIE
they are in safe condition
is underway for the $150
and piping work. The total
or need replUing? •
million coal washing facility
cost of the project will be $31
I DON'T KNOW WHETHER TO
I KNOW--THAT MAKES IT
E; Yes El No
installed
plant
lo
at
by
be
this
BUY A SABLE, A CHINCHILLA,
EVEN TOUGHER
million.
OR A MiNK COAT
1980
control
for
of
the
sulfur
2. Air -fifters--for--hot-air
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant,
THIS
dioxide. A contract for connaoes should be changed
Hamilton
County-Work
WINTER
-CI\
struction of the washer has Gippy Graham, Kentucky's
A Once a month
continues on two cooling
been awarded to Roberts and community education coorB. Once a year.•
towers and related structures
Shaefer Company of Chicago. dinator, will present a twoC When they appear ,
scheduled for completion in
Shawnee Steam Plant, hour
clogged
July 1978, at a cost of $62
program
enMcCracken
County- titled' Community Education
million. Current construction
Ductwork has been completed in Kentucky" at Murray State
activities include assembling
gate-lifting machinery, and all 10 units have been University on Monday, Nov.
s4aiumJapun Ao
connected with the 2 new 800- 14.
-4DIAJ4s kiates 31io11d
concreting, excavation, and
e se papinoid
Scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m. in
pipe installation. Cooling foot stacks to help control
dioxide concentrations the auditorium of the special
sulfur
tower
75
construction
is
aqt lur
.
o.•
at ground level in the area Education Building, the
Percent complete.
-ieaq sag!' luawapettioi us ISisui
E PHANTOM
program will include a special
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, surroitnding the plant.
oi ainquiuo) puespiezeti
SVEN, DIANA, WE
)401.1R NEXT
I'm GETTING
VALLEYWIDE
A GREAT
community education film
Rhea
County-Two
luieat arp
cooling
walsAs
lauaiN4a
ASSIGNMENT
REGRET THE DANGER
MAN.
MARRIED.
Environmental projects are featuring noted Kentuckians
YCti FACED.
IS PEACEFUL.
Aiieaa WIN Ral3013 waql
WE'RE HERE towers are 99 percent comin 'progress at all 12 TVA coal- and a question-and-answer
GEN. TARA IS
A MEETING
plete. The towers are
MARVELOUS!
THANKS
11100111! uaas aq JOUUeD
IN PARIS...
A PROBLEM •
burning power plants across and discussion period.
ANYONE
To HIM. scheduled for completion in
143uq uatiht apeldai pue Anuant
WE R'NOW 2
the region to meet water
Larry Moore, community
January at a cost of $52
siapr; ino.4 padsui 3 3,
quality standards or to allow education coordinator in the
million.
sp307
Apriei
fox. more_ environfeentally sponoring Center for ConMIDDLE TENNESSEE
woJi ueis *sea..U9 saup
Gallatin Steam Plant, satisfactory plant operations. tinuing Education at Murray
lepupaia lualadwo3 e Aq
These include modifications of State,said the program will be
Sumner County-Unit 2
ieqaal ace) a41"
paIeidai aie
the ash ponds, additions of of interest to parents,
precipitator erection has been
si sun ti WON JO paliDep 'pte4
treating
for
teachers,,spidenta, concerned
advanced to 22 percent of - systems
atuoDaq pue asn io ale
completion, with installation - wastewater from boiler citizens, social service
paleioualap Kw meg AauilPUI
inteinait,trsdin
sew age. frea agencies, and anyone else
cleaning
g of operations.
of wall panels completed
and
u!eliao. gew O Aileppooad pa
tnterested in making life
Installation of.•
-43./o3 3qPouous sPico
. 1977 MM.
Mbom
ment plant operations and better in the community.
preceeding. Assembly dy
^
•
•
• .
.
•
'V

4
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iiii1112"ii•ii?'iliiiilgiiili111111 :::$:

vvork Continues On Environmental Corp. Frangenberg
Serving, Marines
At IVA s Power Plants
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LI3L Trail
Dedication
Is Scheduled

Graham To Give

Program Monday
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6 Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

15 Articles For Sale

I X In X)
27. Mobile Home Sales

38 Pets

Supplies

41 Public Sales
AKC REGISTERED
AND
W EK.8.Y
WANTED WOMAN to do $ 2 0.0
DOUBLE
WIDE
mobile
YARD SALE 204 South
FOR
WATKINS
organ. Like new. 650.00
Dalmation females,
bridesmaid dresses.
POSSIBLE stuffing
alterations. Apply in
home. Partly furnished.
9th, Saturday,
Products.
Contact HORNBUCKLE Barber
14274283.
Sizes
Call
50.00. Call 1-527-9283.
10-14. 610 elicit.
envelopes. Send a selfperson, no phone calls
Ready for occupancy.
and
Shop,
shaves
November 12. 9 a.m
Holman-Jon.ea, 217 South
_
CID 753-9404,
stamped
addressed
please. Murray Tailor
41, Public Sales
Call 753-8202.
harrcuts 209 Waldrop
till?
Exterminating
23
13th, phone 753
,-3128.
'envelope to Fischer
Shop.
.
YARD SALE
CLEAN CARPETS THE
Men,
EnterprisseS, Box 127,
SIX ROOMS unfurnished
SATURDAY, NOVEMWHAT WE DO BEST is BELTONE FACTORY BABYSITTER
with
_childrens
way
and
.wolneil,
safe
and
save
Eureka, South Dakota
needed for
z FREE
garage,central aIr./5' x
BER 12; 1002.Giendale
care. Needline, 763-6333.
Rent
Blue
clothes,
dryers,
hair
Lustre
batteries.
fresh
Wallis
57437.
infant - beginning
_ •
r` Termite
225' lot. 200 ft. off High• Road, (Circarama).
shampooerriding
tractor
electric
peddle
Drug Store, _Murray,
'December 1. Preferably
9. Situations Wanted
way 280. MOO. Call 436From /lig Johns. tarn.
wagon
Western Auto lionie of
toys.
with
Ky.Call 753-1273.
If You
in my home 8 a.m. to SE
2733
after 4 p.m.
0WGle
misse3
womns
Glendale,
, 4
endaell9thing
EaSi
RETIRED
veteran
Gift
'Wishing
Miscellaneous
Well
510
items.
C;srtified
I,
IPA
4:30
p.m. 5 day week.
Avoid Cos* Nemo Repoirs
house on left. Jr. and
Need Them:
wishes work. Yard ••• Shop.'L
behind
J
12th
South
R
Please call 753-9490.
x 79 ATLANTIC mobile
work, janitor work,
and S Oil Company.
fee
753 1441
home with garage,
size 5 to 14. Good consecurity
guard,
window
Friday and Saturday. 7
YOUR
Termite
CHRISTMAS
Kelly's
Poke
153-1621
"11,7,s
":r"
al
7v.,
"
"
"
13,300.00.
70
foot
Atlantic
dition,
priced cheap.
washing or factory
Beauty
Salon
if
a.m. till?
'
GIFT worries will be
Rescue
753-6952
& Pest Control
mobile home with
of miscellaneous
work. Call 92-8 0.
over
when
some
you
see
Ambulance
753.9331
central heat and air,
items.
Ilemo semell and Apadared bier $1
• The "Wood•Burner" that sores
a unique collection of
BASEMENT SALE, rain
Hospital
easermi 0010
0066. es _s Alp
tower antenna,front and
you dollars in fuel asts
antiques,
depression
0615606
or
shine.
Saturday 9 INDOOR GARAGE sale,
Emergency
753 5131
back awning with large
LOANS AVAILABLE for
COMPLETE OR SUPPLEMENTAL NEAT
100South 13tit
glass and dried flower
a.m. All Day. 2014
3. Card Of Thanks
KIR NEW (OR OtDi NOMES
'Humane Society
Phone 713-3914
520 South 6th Street.
garage and large lot. 641
business and farms,
arrangements
on
College Farm Rd. Call
753-3535
Friday 2-6, Saturday
South,Puryear. Call 901personal and con11-IE FAMILY of David
Roaches,Sliver Fish
display inside the Hair
753-8333.
Comprehensive
247-5481 or 753-8929.
12.
solidation. Some 6
Hudson would like to
and Shrubs
Dresser Beauty Shop,
Care .
percent interest loans
753-6622
thank all their friends,
201 South 6th St. Sold by
GARAGE SALE: One CARPORT SALEcfriday
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
75375g
from 5,000 to 500,000.
neighbors and relatives
Poison Control
Mrs. Euple Morris
mile .on Potterlown
bedrobm, 2" balhs,
9-5. Good- -childrens
New business start up.. tthrough
that expressed their
Senior Citizens
753-0929
the Month of
Road,
watch for signs.
central
heat and air,
clothing and other
-kindness through
Call 502-885-1795 betNeedline
153-NEED
Noverhber. TlItirsday,
Saturday.
underpinning, nice front
item. Priced cheap. Ve
ween 3 and 11 p.m., 7 [Friday
prayer, flowers and
Learn in Read. 153-2288
and Saturday
24 Mtscel'aneous
porch. Furnished; or
•cards while he was in
mile East of Wiggens
days week.
from 10am.to 4:30 p.m.
RUMMAGE SALEunfurnished.
Call
753'the hospital in NishFurniture.
ABLE
NOW,
12. Insurance
Large new shipment.
3418 lifter 5'.
.- ville.
•
Urethane foam. All
NEW PLAID blazer, size
Stroller, car seat, toys,
sizes, all densities. Cut
29. Mobile Home Rentals
14. Navy -paatsuit -size
Connect to your present
5. lost And Found
dishes,. shoes, octets,
ANTIQUE
to your secs. West KY
TIME
14.
system!
$12
753Call
each.
air duct
sweaters,
never dull
THREE
BEDROOM
LOST TWO FEMALE
AUCTION
Cabinet
Co.,
1203
Story
1733.
TO.
stainless
knives.
trailer, Lynn Grove,
1(502)554-4624
Cairn Terriers. Reward
Avenue. 753-6767.
SALE
TRADE
Saturday
inside
Bargain
$85.00
month.
offered. Call 753-0264 L
Satorday, Nov. 12, 10:00
CUSTOM MATTRESS
WARM
MORNING
Lp
Barn,
13th
and
Main,
References
required.
a.m.
after 6:30 489-2310.
made any size for anWESTERN KY.
gas heater, 65,000 BTU.
9:30 - 4 p.m.
ADVERTISING
Call 435-4526.
Hwy 89 histamine Dresden
tique beds or campers.
plant needs an$125.
753-0089 after 4
LOST BILLFOLD in '5 Chemical
and Sharon Road, 1 nIl. off
DEADLINES
Buy
experienced maindirect
p.m.
AMX.ANDER
and
save on MOBILE HOMES and
• ---ta "41,4
Highway 22, Dresden
Point vicinity. , Good
- All • display • -ads,
all mattresses,
tenance mechanic.
BROTHERS POLLED
spaces
mobile
for
home
reward
offered.
Call
classified - displays
OLD VARNISHED baby
Healthopedic or foam.
Applicant must have at
HEREFORD Farms
Auctioneer
rent, at Riviera Courts.
. Randall Thweatt 753and regular display.
bed, also table with
Also see their elegant
;east 3 years experience
See us for financing
Saturday,
Auction,
Col
Bill Simmons
Call 753-3280.
8719.
must be submitted
sewing machine bottom.
gallery of furniture,
as a machinest. ExNovember 12, 1977, 12:30
4
No.
661
by 12 noon. the day
Call 753-4862 after 4 p.m.
Bamboo, Wicker and
30. Business Rentals
cellent starting 'wages
p. m. Water Valley, Ky.
Financing atressged
LOST FEMALE Walker
before publication.
FA Security Service Co.
Brass. WISES WEST
and company
Offering bulls, open
Hound with black collar.
All
__reader
ONE LINCOLN welder,
KY. MATTRESS- AND
fringe benefits. Send
heifers,-brad- bakers,- 43 Real Estate
Mini
In vicinity of Keniana
classifieds must be
$100.
acetylene
One
FURNITURE
resume to Box 32 G.
ON HIGHWAY 121 West 1136
and calves. Cows
cows
Ronnie Ross
Warehouse
Subdivision in Hamlin,
submitted by 12 noon
cutting torch, 2 tanks,
South 3rd, Paducah.
stone house and large
to
bred
R.
Victor
W.
J.
J.
Main
2101.
Storage
Space
the , day - before,
Ky. Call'436-2293.
TRAINEES
MANAGER
$100. Twohcompartment
Phone 1443-7323.
shaded lot. Call 489-2110.
Three 212. For mare
an
753-0419 I
publication.
Pent
E08
tl-aSsistant managers
ice cream fretzer, $25.
information,call 502-355MISSING ONE tale blue
26 TV Radio
753-4768 '
- Wendy's Old Fashion
Sears wheel barrow, $15.
2256.
tick hound 4 yars old
Hamburgers now taking
Call 436-2733 after 4 p.m. FOR SALE: 12 inch black
Purdom & Thruman
14. Want To Buy
Nuts good hunting dog,
"Grapefruit ear rim Diski
32 Apartments For Rent
zrputicati-oris- •
and,white television.
f.
YARD
SALE,
Fox
Insurance
plan mere convenient than
& Real Estate
but a little boys pet.,. ...restaurant to open in
GOOD USED P52722.Mz,013.8322ILE.
Perfect for dorm room
_
oan
rOaStTor, Tapp
cp
.
Meadows Trailer Court
NEWLY DECORATED
grapatrutts„,tat - s-- sfying
Court Sciuore.
Southstde
Reward' Call -436-2294.
homeg. Calr
or second T.V. Good
early February.
meals and lose weight. II•gloy
114. Friday Ifttr and- • --/Aurra
apartment's for girll.
,
-Xotadry
-y
Help
6.
Wanted
condition'.
Training will be conBest offer.
Drug.
rm.
Peonert . $100. Call 753,
60.00 per month. Calr - Saturday 120. 10 a. 11).753-4451
Call 767-4114 anytime.
ducted at our store in
4 P. tn.
753-3685.
EXPERIENCED AUTO
Burley
Paducah. Experience
radiator repair man.
19"Color
G.E.
portable
WHERE IS Paradise? Is Call
not necessary but will be
FURNISHED APT. for
TWO END TABLES and 1 with custom
Tobacco
1-901-642-1933,
picture
Jesus
helpful. Contact Mr.
Christ
in
rent. Close to M.S.U.
coffee
table,
chrome
and
Paris, Tn., 7-5 p. m.
control. $17 per month
Poundage
Paradise? If not, where
McMillen at Halliday
Call 753-6564.
glass. All three for $75.
Save! Save!
WAC. For information
Jesus Christ?_Enr_the -MAIN _STREET_Tfsaco.
Inn_ Thursday,
Call after 5 753-7567.
Needed
20 Mile
_
FURNISHE
r_all
753-0597.
ONE
D
•
answers to'llese and - "needs service' station
November-10,a a .- m.-8 Free Delivery
bedroom -apartment
any other questions that
m.
. 15c
OAK FIREWOOD, 15.00 CB RADIO-500
attendant. Apply in
watt
near downtown Murray.
might arise check the
rick delivered. Call 753person only, no phone
Demco base linear. Call
Call at noon or after 5,
COOKS, fountain, car
per lb cash
pages of the only in4304 after 5 p
calls.
Reared, ready to use. Or buy a LI-Beild and save. Complete and
474,2748 or 47441148.
753-4109.
hops. Apply M person
struction book inspired
ready to astwaebie hiep to 24160 stamfard, but will precut say size
Murray_
In,
Drive
Sonic
needed. Ship the rest SINN ewe* I. Custom Boat and boy the best
by God for the use of his WAITRESS WANTED.
34. Houses For Rent
ZENITH
TV
SALE.
Trade
Ky.
1061.
REGULAR
for
SIZE
-box
. people, The Holy Bible.
Apply in person or call
/A BORT P2OTABLE 1141FLOINGS 758-0904
now and save. All color
springs and foam rubber
"For assistZnce call 753493-7785 • Gallimbres
TV's
bought between0984.
STANDING TIMBER by - mattress. 20.00. Miltrred
Restaurant, Hazel.
Experienced
now and Christmas get
the acre or footage. Call
Barber 753-4434.
_
Nice furnished 5
Mechanic
free 1 year service.
4984757.
7 COLOR PORTRAITS, TEXAS REFINERY
bedroom
house with
175
Cleaners
Vacuum
17.
NEEDED!!
Stssons Zenith Sale§ and
18 lb. Beg ea
bring us yours for extra
full bath and shower.
CORP. offers plenty of
WANTED - used violin ELECTROLUX sales and
Service,
18
miles
west
of
Ruby Red
.copies. Made.from any
Close to campus, for 4
money -plus
For a full time
cash
with bow and case. Must
service. Call - Tony . Murray on Highway 94.
7 size into any size.
or 5college girls.
p-osition - -at-. -the
bonuses, fringe benefits
--he in good condition.
/75
Call 382-2174. Open 7:30Montgomery, 753-4760
Goodyear
• Wallets 16-w as 24 cents. 8
Service
TI Lb Bag ej
to mature person in
Call 753-7947.
153-5108Phone
5
:
30
or
anytime
by
night.
or
day
Murray,
Ky.
Store,
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Fresh
Murray area. Regarer 6:00 .m.
appointment.
Full hospitalization
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
dless of experience,
REGISTERED YOUNG
18. Sewing
retirement
and
753-0035. Free parking
write C. M. Pate, Pres.,
female Blue Tick coon
36. For Rent Or lease
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS 27 Mobile Home Sales
benefits
available.
From Hee Texas Valley•State and Goventment Inspected
lot, use our rear enBox 711, Ft. Worth, Tx.
hound. Must be A-1
MUST
SELL
Needleart
1976
Atlantic
Center,
South
Please apply in pertrance.
76101.
Squirrel dog on trial
Can
buy From
BILL JONES 3055. 12th
mobile home, 12 x 65, 3
16th Street in Fox
son.
FOR RENT
only. Call 753-7508.
bedroom, 11
Meadows, now has
/
2 bath, new
washer, dryer, central
...Paternayan
Tapestry
OR LEASE
W AI TRESS WE BUY' u-s-ed 'trailers.
yarns in stocl, also
air. Call 435-4413.
1200 sq. ft. warehouse
WANTED at Trenholms Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
Richard Scarbrough, who formerly owned and
Paternayan 3 ply
space with office and
Restaurant. Apply in
443-851.
-71:pperated a business known as Scarbrough PlumPersian. Materials for IMMEDIATE
bath. Chat driveway
person.
POSSESSION! No cost
t_::bing and Electric Service in Murray, Kentucky,
counted stitch, cross
TWO WINDOWS and over
and loading ramp.
:_:_sold such business to Mr. Gene Scruggs, Route),
for moving, set-up,
stitch, crewel, and floss
SOMEONE TO CLEAN
Rear South 4th and
head door. 8 ft. wide for
improvements, etc.
Murray, Kentucky, in 1973 and has had no conembrodery.
Sycamore St. Call 522house once a week.
a garage. Call 753-4048.
Clean-2 bedroom in
nection with, nor been a part of the operation
Latch hook in 28
8469.
MUST have references.
excellent condition.
thereof since that year-The public-is&titled -that I
-WOULD LIKE,- to- buy_ _ designs, knitting and
Call?59-1049 after5
am not now and have not been since 1973 responsible
Ask Any Good Builder_
registered wire haired -- crochet yarn.- Kits and --16,500. Then rent
38 Pets Supplies *large private-lot with all
for the operation of the business nor the obligations
accessories for all your
About the Cost of building this home today. It ofFox Terrier puppy. Call
SUN DEMOCRAT is
improvements for $45.00 DOBERMAN
of same. "
needlearts
fers a well-planned kitchen with all kinds of
753-5669.
looking for carrier in
PUPPIES
RICHARD "DICK"SCARBROUGH
a month. See Steve - A K C
cabinets and storage. A big den that we know
this area for afternoon
15. Articles For Sat!
champion
19. Farm Equipment
Bailey one mile out 641
you'll like-2 full batITS-3 big bedrooms and large
home delivery. Good
bloodlines.
Also
stud
MUST SELL house full of
N. or call 753-9908.
closets. 150 X 250 lot. Let us show you this home
tractor,
SUPER
C
service.
profits
and
Grayson,
tranTenn.,
Advertisement for Title IX
furniture. Also Schwinn
priced at less than today's costs.
bushog, disc, excellent
901-648-5424.
sportation allowance. If
bicycles. Call 753-6097.
Senior Community
condition. Call 474-2752. 1972 12 x 60 Fifth Avenue,
interested
contact
2 bedroom. Central air. TWO
Employment Program
MALE
Circulation
Cairn
Depart- SOLITAIRE Tiffany
20. Sports Equipment
Extra nice. Call 753-3280
Terrier puppies. Call
ment. 443-1771.
APPLICATIONS NEEDED - for part time work,
carat CARROLL 850 compound
setting,
before 5 or 436-5524 after
753-0264, after 6:30 48920 hours per week, $2.50 per hour. Must be at
diamond ring. White
how, 1 year old, also
6.
2310.
GROW EARTHWORMS
. least 55 years of age and below a eertain income
size 5. $360. Call _ Bear Kodiak magnum goK105 N. 12th Street
for profit. Free Data:"
level. Income level varies according to the num759-1166.
50
lb.
up
set
pull.
Both
753-8080
WORM WORLD, 1810
ber in the family. If you are receiving any type of
HANPSIIIRE, TORKSIHRES
for hunting. Excellent
-THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
public assistance and over 55 you are
South
Josephine,
AID LANORACE
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
condition. Must sell. Call
automatically eligible. If interested please conDenver, Colorado 80210
Barbara Irwin 753-4136
Boars, Gilts and Crossbred Gilts for sale
Audio Moody 753-9036
436-2758
753-5462.
or
after
5,
753-0458.
tact Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
or call Mr. James.
Warren Shropshire 753-1277
8.11. Hoot 753-2317
privately. During a recent survey we found that
and ask about Title IX Senior Community EmRegime bloody 753-9036
Collect (303)-778-1026.
Homer Wier 753-7519
many farmers would prefer to buy privately so
,ENCYCLOPEDIA like BIRD DOG PUPS. Have
- ployrnent Services. 753-0029
-.--bred my male Brittany
they will have time to visit, look over the herd.
'Ciimmmmiwmpr . new, reasonable price.
Son of Cheyenne Sam
and see our facilities, rather than buy at auction.
For information call 753with a female Setter,
So we are devoting the entire months of Nov. and
Help
7737.
Dec. to private sales and tours.
granddaughter of Mr.
Wanted
Thor. Should produce a
REPOSSESSk
r
Zenith
HINDS FARMS
Girls to cat on
medium ranging
console stereo. With 8
Willow
Springs,
Mo.
telephone from 9
417-469-2029
manageable dog. They
track tape player, AMare
pups.
7
till ?. Must have
beautiful
FM stereo and record
weeks old, 25.00 and
own transportation.
changer. 815 per month,
35.00.
Call 753-7410.
WAC. For information
$2.50 per hour. Call
All New 78 Magnavox Models - Low
Why pay rent when you can own this furnished 12
OVERLOOKING COUNTRY CLUB
call 753-0597.
LARGE 3 x 6 Electric air
and ask for Bubba
x 60 mobile home on large beautiful lot plus adMonthly Payments
Rare opportunity to own property overlooking
hockey table, walnut
ditional family room, screened porch, carport,
at 753-4153.
OAK FIREWOOD for finish,
the lovely manicured Murray Country club golf
12" B/W Magnavox TV
and outside storage-Only $12,000.
$7.00
lake new. Ideal
course. Three bedroom brick home with
sale. Call 436-5820.
$150.
•
Christmas gift.
19" B/W Magnavox TV
fireplace, full basement, ideal for workshop or
$10.00
Want an inexpensive home in town? It's at 413
Call Jeannie Crittendon,
recreation room, attached garage and
15" Color Magnavox TV
N.6th St. Aluminum siding exterior, natural gas
$13.00
7537709 after 3:30.
breezeway, and ideal location. Priced in the low
heat,fireplace, outside storage, garden spot, and
19" Color Magnavox TV
WANTED DEALERS
30's. Additional acreage may be -purchased ad$15.16
redone interior. All on large lot-only 816,709.
COMPOUND BOWS To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
joining Country Club golf course.
25" Color Console Magnavox TV $18.88
Wing Thunderbird 45-60
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
Want a good small investment? This corner lot in
lbs. Wing ('happeral 4515" Color (Used RCA)re,
nnd building owner can Use it, and can save them up
$11.66
Canterbury Estaas in neighborhood ,of fine
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45- ....
to
50%
of
their heatinrbills. We are the only
Magnavox Component Stereo . 40.33
homes is
$6,300.
60 lb. Wing arrows. Call
manufacturer that trains.how to install with on the
753-6682.
Magnavox Console Stereo . . . $15.50
job training alid by factory experienced installers.
No tees of any kind. We are interested only in selling
22 Musical
The Nelson
this foaminsulation that we manufacture. Can be
711 Main
753-1222
BALDWIN
NAOS
and
Throat
Co., Realtors
applied all year round. Write: Imperial Coatings
organs, used piano.
Gallagher
George
7534129 Geri Andersoo 753-7932
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Chemicals, 4JQ0 WissahichorLAv.. adla., Pa. 19144,
Lonardo - Piano Co.,
753-7575
Chestnut St.
Newry Patterson 4924302 Dill Koppentd 753-1222
Murray. Ky
Mr. Waryiew,4215)844-0706.
759-1707
Or
759-1716
across from Post Office,
, Bill Rayburn 753-4474
2 Notice

FQII,MaLs

KIMBALL SWINGER 580

v InspectionA.
'AI

risommwom.-.01
g Sue-Z-Q's
759-1800

clod Concern
Committee.and
The Ledger &
Times

energy mate

JI

1

753-3838

1311=1=111

For Rent

OT ViICEs

GRAPEFRUIr
CUCUMBERS 13 For

NOTICE

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

MAGNAVOX CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS

0.*

KOPPERUD
REALTY

J 3 B MUSIC- MAGNAVOX
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43 Real Estate
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43. Real Estate

JUST LISTED - Investment Property.
.. an.
apartment building . . .
five apartments plus .2-garage
apartments.
Excellent location zoned B-2. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492. s.

REALTY
np.
us

le,

8ay
.ns
ter
14

ins

"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
111 Main
153-1222
NEAR THE UNIVERSITY-The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
or come by our conveniently located office
at 711 Main Street.
THE NELSON SHROAT CO.
REALTORS
Uncle JeRs
Shopping Center
759-1707 er 759-1714

St rge
110.
111101
fl
rate

122

32
'2

Realtor
List Your Propeity With Us
753-0101
SOS Moe St.

WALKING DISTANCE
FROM MSU - 5
bedroom brick, 2 baths,
carpeting, drapes,
electric heat pump with
air conditioning, family
room with fireplace,
dishwasher, disposal, 20
x 22 concrete patio, 12 x
16 outside storage shed,
etc. Immediate
;possPesion. Call Stinson
-Realty, 753-3744 for:.
appointment.

1973 VEGA GT,full power
and air. $825. Call 7530225.before

.REALTORS

GATESBOROUGHResidential lot 120' wide,
200'
deepon
Gatesborough
Circle.
City water and sewer.
-scroll. 12th at Sycamore
Priced to sell quickly.
TELEPHONE 753.1951
$4,950. Act now. Call or
---- come by 105 N. litth.*,
-Boyd Majors Real
.Estate, 753-8080.
FOUR BEDROOM home
and 20 acres: Frame
home in lovely wooded
area
with
approximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
_Murray. For more information phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
We are working hard to
provide the best possible
service-to you.
33"'S Poplar -Benton

QUALITY
REALTY
'i-753.882S
1.446,itt CGOE 616Co.kil

. INCOME PROPERTY Established business in
outstanding loccation.
Don't hesitate. Opportunity of a lifetime.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

LAKE
PROPERTY-2
bedroom home in Pine
Waldrop Realty
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
-In Business
lot with lovely view of
Since 1956Kentucky Lake. Priced
753-5646
at only $17,900! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine propertyWHY RENT? About 6
Kopperud Realty, 753miles West, double
1222. We provide the lull..- - --garage-with -2---room
ránge
Estate... :Apartment above. _Call
•
*489-21 .
'John C.
Neubauer

49 Used Cars & Trucks

43 Real Estate

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of.. real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
-office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.

Guy Spann Realty
Your Key P•opire On Iter Es tote

713-1724
905ipansmar• 4ilerrnyriy.

Home of Distinction
Just listed this beautiful and spacious 4 bedroom,
2/
1
2 bath home in Gatesborough Subdivision.
Almost 3,000 square feet of comfortable,' well
designed living area in this 2-stoiy brick home.
Central natural as heat, lovely fireplace, 1&r
mid dining room, private patio with gas grill and
we could go on and on Why not take a look at this
quality home - it may be just what you've been
looking for.

KOPPERUD
REALTY 111
711 Main
753-1222
George Gallagher 753.8129 Geri Andersen 753.7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753.4474

MURRAY. IMMEDIATE
SOUTHWEST
POSSE-SSION. Will rent with option to purchase
to qualified buyer. This brick home is in excellent condition, all rooms are large especially
the kitchen which would be most convenient for
the up coming holidays, 3 bedrooms, den, one
bath, utility area. Call collect at 527-1441 for
more details.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. A lovely home in
/
2 miles south of Kentucky
prestige area. Just 11
/
2 baths, family
Dam. 4 spacious bedrooms, 21
room with fireplace, large formal living room,
dining room, breakfast nook attached garage,
large entrance foyer, large closets and so many
other extras. Priced -$52,500.00.
- CALLOWAY COUNTY. GOOD INVESTMENT
IN THE TIME when everyone is searching for
that small acreage to build on or just sve. 13
acres all fenced, 2 new ponds and a barn. Also, 2
bedroom mobile home with living room, kitchen,
bath, central beat and air and all basic furniture.
Price $26)100.00.

ERICKSON REALTY
COMPANY
603 Main Street
Benton, Ky.
527-1441, day or night

FARM PROPERTY-48acre farm with approximately 35 acres
tendable. Located in
Kirksey community.
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate. 7 5 3 - 3 26 3
anytime.

_

=WO

"Lste

Number In

For MI Your
Real Estate Medi -

159-1701
Is

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
-.Realtors

ENERGY
CONSERVATION
home
nearing completion.
Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area.
Kitchen with all builtins. Las of closet space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after'
6 p.m.

FOUR
IMMACULATE
bedroom home, wall to
759-1716
wall carpeting, carport
on large lot. Approximately 8 miles
44. Lots For Sale
Murray.
of
North
LARGE LOT ost-121---WestSanden,_,Realty,, 527has 30 1 60 block-1;am
9397.
could be used for some
type of business. Call TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
489-2110.
on 31 acre lot with small
barn. Located North of
45.Farms For Sale
Murray. Priced in teens.
Sanders Realty, 527WEST OF MURRAY - 36
9397:
acres, 49 acres,77 acres,
or 85 acres. Call 489YOU FINISH hnd save 2110.
three 3 bedroom houses
46. Homes For Sale
- under construction. Buy

After Hours

BY OWNER 3 bedroom
1
2
mode-hi-home and 3/
acres with 460 ft. road
frontage. Block outbuilding with new 4"
plastic well and nice
barn. Home partially
carpeted, has fireplace
and built-in gas range
dishwasher.
and
Country setting, 6 miles
North of Paris; Tennessee on Old Murray
Paris Road. Priced to
sell. Call 901-932-3754,
Troy, Tennessee.

51.

Setvite

51 Services Offered

011eied

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
•

DO YOU need stumps
removes'from your yard
or land cleared of
1968
PONTIAC
LE
stumps?.We can remove
MANS, motor in good
general
DO
WILL
stumps up to 24"
shape. Great work car.
-housecleaning.
Call
beneath ground. Leaves
$250. Must sell. Call
-Cathy 7514383.
only sawdust and chips.
after 5 753-0458.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
Call for free estimate,
and furniture cleaning. -. Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
DO
WILL
1970
MODEL,
offers Servicemaster
HOUSEKEEPING. Call
'Bob Kemp, 435-4343. terna tional pickup
steam or dry foam
474-2318.
_
.
truck. Call 753-4669 or
method. Servicemaster
INSULATION
SAVES
come see George Hodge,
has been cleaning the
$$$. Attics and walls
205 South 5th.
finest homes for over 30
blown. Free estimates.
years,and are Number 1
Call 753-3316.
ko other 'do-it irerself"
1966 FORD ECONOLINE
in the professional
method cleans torpors es_
super van, $750. 1955
cleaning business today.
Military jeep, $800. Call
GENERAL BACKHOE
Call Servicemaster, 753EASILY 753-0521, after 6, 4360259 today.
work, gravel hauling
38 pound portable powerhouse does all the work
2165.
and top soil. Call Joe
GUTTERING BY Sears,
EFFECTIVELY Beard, 436-2306.
cleans, rinses and vacuum a..
Sears continous gutters
1967 CADILLAC De Ville.
out deep down dirt and
LICENSED
ELECyour
per
installed
Alf power, good shape.
grune in a single sweep
TRICIAN and gas inspecifications.
Call
Call 753-3557.
ECONOMICALLYstallation
will
do
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
cleans the way
profess/coals do--aL ati
plumbing, heating And
for free estimates.
1961 GMC truck, six
a fraction of Memel
sewer cleaning. Call 753cylinder, 2 ton. 1973-,
(TM/ SAVE UpTo
$36.00 PER ROOM;
7203_
Grand Prix, tilt whgek LICENSED ELEClandau top. gall 7534454 „ TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
111
; too small. Call Ernest
BUY ME I'm cute and I
White, 753-0605.
Chain Saw
run well. 1970 V.W. Call
between 5 and 8 p.m.
And
GENERAL HOME
41kk
753-0663.
Lawnmower
remodeling, framing,
II•itt lir oily MAO*ay
Sales and Service
Bel-Air Decor Store
aluminum siding and
1973 MAVERICK, $1500.
1t3C.
004
gutters.
Call
1-354-8951
Call 474-2392 after 5 p.m.
or 1-382-4895.
Eastside Small
54. Free Column
1970 GTO brown and gold.
Repair
Engine
FREE
;1(ITTENS white
WIRING
Sharp car. In perfect ELECTRIC
Highway 94 Fast
and
gray,
long hair,
industrial,
home
air
and
condition. Call 753-0405
7534400
hou,sebroken. Call 4*
conditioning, and
after 5, 753-0695.
- -6502.
refrigeration, - heating. Call 474-8841.
1974 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
excellent. Call 753-6648.
You Have A Doctor
INSULATION RLOWN1j
by Sears save on these
you Have A Lawyer
1976 TOY0fA pickup,
high heat and cooling
Have An Accountant
You
11,000 miles, excellent
.bills. Call Doug Taylor
You NEED A REALTOR
shape. 1975 CB 200T
at 753-2310 for free
Honda motorcycle. Call
estimates.
435-4413.
Waliwen
- t to 6.your Realtor. Our main service Is
WET BASEMENT? We
people
helping
1976 24' SELF CONmake wet basements
TAINED air, awning,
dry, work completely
carpet, like new. Call
guaranteed. Call or
753-7304.
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
1976 GRANDVRIX, low
Box 409A. Paducah, KY.
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
mileage, one owner. Tilt
4200L. Phone . day. or
.
759-1707 or 759-1716
WitteL
---_ tmixdatt: top,
night 442-7026.
excellent buy. Call 7534331.
YOUNGBLOOD'S
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
ROOFING. Commercial
50 Campers
General
residential.
and
WHITE AMPER ALES
carpentry. 10 years
authorized dealer for
experience. Call 759-1524
both Starcraft and Fan.
after 5 p.m.
Travel-trailers and pop
WILL
HAUL
DRIVEYie gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,753-4545

RENT RINSENVAC-

1322 MAIN. Lovely older
home with style & grace.
Large scenic lot. Lots of
SMO•C•TO
C
closet space. -Large
rooms. - Partially
redecorated. Tyio
"IT'S -THE GAME OF -11-iF WEEK,
apaqments
upstairs.
ti
This is the type home HEIL BE DELIGHTED TO _HEAR
'TWO STOPPED E314-(.1I
everyone wants so give
us a call. Wilson Ins. &
46. Homes For Sa e
49 Used Cars & Trucks
Real Estate, 753-3263
anytime.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
1969 CAMARO SS, 350
- 3 bedroom house.
automatic, extra nice. B
Near University. Pried • Allis
Chalmer tractor,
in 20's. Call 753-8726
plow
and
cultivator. Call
The Phone
after 5 p. m.
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.

Murray

51 Services Offered

when finished on outside
or contractor will give
price finished. Call 4892110.
47. Motorcycles
LAY AWAY a helmet or
any other motorcycle
accessory. Now at Town
and Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
motorcycle now at Town
and Country Yamaha,
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.

Now Open., c. ._-/ 17
i. -_ Ls--appizi
_

*Engine Repair Parts *Tires and Batteries
._
'Tune-Up Items- - , *Other Items
•Helmets and Accessories
Come by and see our lines of parts and accessories
6th & Walnut Street
( Across From The Bus Station I
Murray, Ky.
Hours: 9:00-5:30 Tues.-Sot.

1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, exrellisnt buy.- Call 7534331.
1964 INTERNATIONAL
pickup. Call 753-3280.
1972 ELECTRA 225, full
PoWer and air. Four
door-hardtop. Call 47+2771 after 5 p. m.
1973 MONTE CARLO.
Gold, AM and tape.
2550.00. Call 753-6054.
1971
DATSUN
510
automatic transmission,.
air conditioned. Power
disc brakes. Call 4742748 or 474-8848.

The Nelson
Shroat Co., Realtors

1978 SCOUT II XLC,
35,000 miles. Mahy
extras. can 759-1447.
• up. Tae advantage of
1973 PLYMOUTH wagon.
CUSTOM CARPET care.
- fall prices on new 78
Excellent condition.
Steam clean one room at
models and be ready for
Power and air: AM-FM
cents per sq. ft. and we
8
spring. Bank financing
radio. $1195. 1971 GMC
will clean the hallway
available. Located 4
pickup, good condition.
free, limit 4110. A 10' x
miles East of Murray on
$1295. Call 43-2595.
10' room would only be
Highway 94. Call 753Call 753-1335.
$8.00.
0605.
1972 FORD GRAND
FOR BACKHOE and
Torino. Loaded with
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
bulldozing needs. Call
extras. Priced at $1050.
TRAILERS - complete
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
Must sell. Call 436-2502
sales
service-and
- M4-8161 or 354-8138.
or 759-1171.
department at 1-24 and
1971 MERCURY Montego
station wagori, double
power and air. Very
good condition. Call 7538693.
1971 OLDS CUTLASS S.
Call 753-0062.
1975 PLYMOUTH, new
power brakes and 100
voit alternator, good
tires, air condition, and
other extras. Must sell.
Priced below book price.
Call 767-2289.
1971 COUNTRY-SQUIRE
Ford I-TD. Double
power and air. Call 7533110.
1971 FORD MUSTANG 6
cylinder, engine, 3
speed. Good condition.
$1200. Call after 5:30,
436-5344.

Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
- 5224507.- 51. Services Offered
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.

Carrier
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
Prealdefft.-Phirane 7539290.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug -Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348

'Aore

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Po, Mc35,,,,
753 8958

located Southsede Court Square
Open Doily Monday•Saturday

75371

Phone 753-4451

Membe, Mull tang Seroce and Hurraylaikway Carty Board of Ret(ion

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

.MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
ELECTRICAL WIRING patio awnings and roofs
home or industrial. Call
sealed, white or silver.
Charles Cooksey after 6
Call Jack Glover, 753p.m: 436-5896.
1873 after 5 or weekends.

•

o

ro,
I
I 111011.1 Mal

Dignified and attractive are only two words to
describe ,the house at Panorama Shores for
$34,000.00. Large living room, kitchen, dining
room combination; 11
/
2 baths; two large
bedrooms. Some furniture included in price. '

-FARMS-

-

Get ready for next spring with this 97 acre farm.,
Good, seven room house; three car garage;
stock barn; corn cribs; spring fed creek and
pond; good fences. $82,500.00. Owner would consider selling house and small amount of acreage.
Located near Temple Hill Church.

1973 PLYMOUTH Custom
Suburban Station
Wagon. Good -condition
with good set of tires.
950.00. Phone 354-6217.

tr

Looking for an older inexpensive home near the
University with room for a garden? Look no further. Just listed., three bedroom, living room,
family room, or dining room) large eat in kitchen, bath. Located at 1104 Olive. Price $18,900.
'Call Purdom and Thruman 753-4451 and let us
show you this property.

Just listed, near Cherry Comer Church is this
eighty acre farm with approximately 50 acres in
timber. All fenced, pond, stock barn, good house.
$60,000.00.

.0*

UNIQUE
Country home on the A.B. Lassiter Road. Two
bedrooms, custom kitchen cabinets, central heat
and air, all cedar closets, central vacuum
system, dining room. All rooms are extra large,
on over an acre of land with trees.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Sparta, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jock Persoll, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 759-911125
T.C. cai,,7s3- In Raykooves, 753.2437

1974 CUSTOM
DELUXE 10.. $2175
CHEVY
PICKUP
350 engine with power
brakes, power steering
and automatic transmission.
condition
Excellent
but hi miles. Tan with
brown 4. --vinyl
upholstery.
Retail
value of $2975 for ONLY
,
S2115.

'

STACEY'S USED
CARS, INC.
MURRAY, gy,
PHONE 753-0000

°

Vote ForMe
Friends and rsleighbors..As I humbly stand be re you, I
would like for you to consider me as your ne home. I
acres in the city, fm not in
'Wye 3 bedrooms, I own
perfect shape but then_who is? _ If you will gi4 me your
confidence I will spend the rest of my life making you a
comfortable place to live.

753-1492
1200 Sycamore

Edna !turgid 753-I5111
Sam Nei& 153-4515
Patsy Fain 733-5375
Atter Hours:
',arena lobs- 753-60T9t
Helen tparin - 753-8579
Hill Payne - 753-1794

c=1111811111111meeMMIIIIII

vir

In the Mt. Cannel area we have approximately
55 acres with a good house; nearly new clean-up
shop with ten foot overhead doors: mobile home
hook-up; six stall stock barn; tobacco barn and
other Outbuildings for only &55;000.00. Buy the
whole farm at price just quoted or owner would
consider dividing.

r

Brenda tones C,Irred.r4rryit8 - 7i3-1499
'tidy Johnston - 417-4446

•

Lela Need 153-5055
Part *mistreat 438 /174
Nay Roberti 434-56511

Irma Aiinuarni 733-9477

412 S. outh 12th St.

Plibne 753-1651

MN
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I Deaths and Funerals j

Birthday•••

Mrs. R. R. McBride Jim Garland Dies
Dies; Was Sister
With Rites Today
James (Jim) Garland of
Of Local Women
Dover, In., died Tuesday at

(Continued From Page 11

including Murray Alumni President recipients of the Princeton Kiwanis
the 13th Chapter of Corinthians, the
love chapter, the Beatitudes and the
and Mrs. Pat McCuiston of Pembroke, Club's coveted Citizenship Award, one
offered congratulations, Miss Nall, of only two times in the club's history
books of the Bible."
keenly alert and able to move about that the honor has gone to more than
When asked the inevitable question of
remarkably well for one .of her age, one person the same year. --1„
to what does she attribute her
Mrs. R. R. McBride of Gary, 1:30 p.m. at the Erin Hospital,
sununed up the surprise as "the best
longevity, Miss Eliza _smiled and
The other was the year it went to
birthday party I ever had," and she's Rumsey and Mrs..Taylqr.
lad', sister .of Mrs. -1- M. - Erin, Tn. He was 89 years of
replied, "The Lord tales care of me,
Langdon and Mrs George W. age and has several nieces
had a lot of them.
becau...4 I den-A-take care of myself." .
Still able to recall countless former
_Dwirief Murray, died Sunday and „nephews_ of Calloway
Miss Eliza, as she is affectionately students by name and classroom
Although her eyesight is failing and
at St. Anthony's Hoipitel, county.
she has difficulty hearing, she is in
— known-virtually by everyone in Prins -achievement, Miss Eliza said of Taylor,
FREE
QUILT—lanice
Wilkinson of the Hazel
Crown Point, Ind. She was 71
ceton and Caldwell County, was born "Rumsey was a wonderful pupil. He
He is survived by' his wife,
remarkably good heatlh. "Outside of
Woman's Club holds the quilt made and donated by
years of age and, tnember of
Nov. 9, 1877, in Hopkinsville.
F.erbie Johnson Garland,
the trouble with my eyes and ears, I
honest.
He
kept
was
his
lessons
up,
and
the Hazel Senior Citirens,- winch wiH be given away as
the, First Baptist Church • of Dover, Tn., to whom he had
In' 1882, her family- moved to he nevk-tave me a moment's trouble
don't have an ache or a pain," she said.
a fund raising event to add to the operating funds of
Gary, Ind.
Missouri, where they were for nine on the yard."-" -- been married for fifty-four
She does her own housekeeping and
Survivors include her years; four daughters, Mrs.
the Hazel CornmunitV Center. The Hazel Club will
months before returning to Kentucky,
cooks her own meals. Miss Boren
Miss
Eliza
estimates
she
taught
more
husband, Raymond McBride; Gracie Breeden and Mrs.
sponsor a breakfast-bazaar on Saturday, November 12,
locating at Friendship, some 10 miles than 3,000 students in the second and
comes over each morning to check on
two daughters, Mrs. Russell Bessie Atkins, Dover, Tn.,
starting at 6:30 a.m. Tickets will be for a donation of fifeast of Princeton. A short time later, third grades in her 47 years in Prinher and calls her in the evening before
Hansen and Mrs. Dewey Mrs. Zeffie Shaw, Madisonty cents of three for one dollar. The quilt will be given
thxy again moved, this time to ceton's elementary schools before her
she retires.
Muzio, Gary, Ind.; two sons, ville, and Mrs. Ruby Mosier,
away on Saturday, November 19. All persons inEddyville, and then to Paducah, where retirement.in 1948. "I never had a pupil
Miss Eliza is a living legend in
Robert McBride, Washington, Peoria, III.; one sister, Mrs.
terested in helping to keep the Hazel Community
Princeton and seldom a day- passes
In 1883 she started to school in the first I couldn't put my arm around," she
D. C., and John McBride, Sadie Hargrove, Cadiz; fifteen
Center open through the winter months are urged to
without a former student stopping by to
grade in the city's public school at 5th said, "and I never had a pupil that I
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regulatory tool at hand te get
it off the market."
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP; An order directing the state to
permit strip mining in the
Daniel Boone National Forest
Final rites for Bon L Canter has been delayed pending a
111111 1111111
of 807 Vine Street, Murray, are Kentucky Court of Appeals
In Wednesday's
being held today at one p.m. at decision.
‘k•
**********
the chapel of the J. H. ChurThe Franklin Circuit Court
chill Funeral Home with the order directed the state
advertisement hould have been
The meats America grew up on are at Jerry's at prices you thought were
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos of- Department for Natural
Sealiest
gone forever. Starting Monday, each week for four weeks, Jerry's is featuring
ficiating.
Resources and Environmental
/
1
2 gal.
Serving as pallbearers are Protection to issue a permit to
a favorite All-American meal. So visit us for the taste and flavor of America.
Keith, Mark, and Don Hays, Stearns Coal and Lumber Co.
We are sorry for any inconvenience this error may
Rob and Joe Pat McCallon, to strip mine 19 acres in
have caused.
and Kim Wilson. Members of McCreary County.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
The state appealed. The
and Accepted Masons are state Court of Appeals ruled
serving as an honorary group. Wednesday that the state
Burial will follow in the must not issue a permit until
Dec. 5-11
Nov.28-Dec.4
Nov, 14-20
21-27
Murray City Cemetery.
the appeals court has decided
Savings and loan
Mr. Canter, age 81, died whether the appeal can be
Steak on a Stick
Liver & Onions
Ground
4-Piece
*
fit
Tuesday at the Westview transferred to the state
Marinated beef
Round Plate
Grilled baby beef
Pride-Fried'
Is Now
4
*
Nursing Home..His wife, the Supreme C,oilact.
in
smothered
tomatoes,
chunks,
livet,
Chicken Dinner
A full half-pound of
former Bess Hays, died
If the transfer is denied, the -onion, peppers.
Of1i0JIS trle otri- freshly giound bee-f.
crispy
pieces
of
Four
November 14, 1972.
prohibition against issuing a
ik
Onion rings, French
fash,ioned way.
Choice of potatoes,
chicken with choice
For Business Al
permit will continue pending 41
potatoes
tries., salad.
of
choice
cote
Salad
or
tossed
of potatoes, creamy
outcome of the appeal, an
tossed salad.
and
butter.
and
slaw,
roll
roll
and
slaw,
cole
appellate court spokesman
onion rings.
butter.
said.
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Eldridge Brandon
Dies At Age 59
On Wednesday

Eldridge Brandon of Hazel
Route One died Wednesday at
9:05 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 59 years of
age and his degh followed a
short illness. .
The Calloway County man
was an employee of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company working
now
in the Assembly
Department. He began work
with the Tappan Company on
October 12, 1948, and had
worked in the Assembly and
Enamel Departments.
Mr. Brandon was known as
"Clockmaker" on the Citizens
Band Radio. His father was
the late Curtis Brandon.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ola Mae Kimbro
Brandon, Hazel Route One;
two daughters, Mrs. Lonnie
(Wendel Kimbro, Murray
Route Four, and Mrs. Steve
(Joyce) Gordon, Murray;. two
grandsons,boger Kimbro and
Scott Gordon; one sister, Mrs.
James Euel (Brenda) Erwin,
,Hazel Route Twos- one
"'"%s brother, Preston Brandon,
Hazel Route One.
-. Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman
-Ftwaral Maw,
• "'on Friday:— •
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Offers good after 11 a.m. daily
Come On In!
Buy A Pair
of

Jeans
or a

Jean
Jacket
This Thurs.,
Fri. or Sat.
(Nov. 10, 11 Or 12)
and

To
Donate $5
Jeans bry liberty,
Wild Oats,Sedgefield

Iacliets •

By Kennington Lid
lontzen Sedgefield
Scotts Grey Ltd
Monsingweor
rind Goldsmith

Help
The
Lak-ers
It) the Calloway
County High
School Football Team
and well do it!
, Does Nat Apply To
Lay Away or Charges

inff s
The Store For Men

Ji
Honest FOOMo
s nest Prices!

Bo( Ar Shopping Center, Murray

South 12th Street
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